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Él 0 CÉ D'ORIGINALITÉ ET DE CONTRIE TION PERSONNELLE 
Dans c tt 'tud , le modèle régional canadien du climat (MRCC5) a été évalué en 
utilisant d s outils généralement appliqué en prévision numérique du temps. La 
probl'mat ique d 1 équilibre initial ainsi que l'impact des conditions aux frontières 
a été traitée dan un cacb:e à la frontière entre la prévision numériqu du temp 
et la mod'lisation du climat. 
Les aspects originaux présent dans cette étude sont : 
- L'application de iagnostique de prévision num' rique du t emps à un 
mod ' le régional de climat 
- La réalisat ion d cycles d 'assimila tion de données avec un modèle à aire 
limitée, le MRCC, sur d s période de un à deux mois 
- L'étude de l'impact des conditions latérales sous un nouv ll p rsp ctiv 
Les résultats de l'' tude visent à yalider le modèle régional canadi n du climat pour 
' v ntuellem nt produire de réanalyses r ' gional s. En s'appuyant sur le MRCC5 
et le système d 'analyse variationnelle d 'Environnement CaJ.1ada, on bénéficie du 
travail considérable de validation de ces deux composantes. 
Les résultats de c tte recherch ont 'gal ment permis de met tr en lumière le 
pot ntiel de nouv ll s approch s d validation du modèl régional canadien du 
climat p rmettant d mieux comprendre l'action de processus physiques et de l s 
amélior r. 
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L'objectif d cett thèse 'tait d'utiliser une nouvelle approche basée sm celle 
propos'e par Rodwell and Palmer (2007) (désignée dorénavant par RP07) p01.u 
valider le Modèle Régional Canadien du Climat (MRCC5). Cette appproche uti-
lise le tendances tempor lle initiale des proces u phy iques du mod 'l pom 
évaluer l'équilibre dynamique r ' ultant de l'utilisation de différent s conditions 
initiale fournies soit par des r'analyses ou de simulations globale du climat. 
Ceci apporte d s informations détaill' es sur les interactions entre c s différents 
processus t compl 't l s outils clas ique de validation des modèles régionaux 
de climat. Pour un rnodèl de climat global l'impact des conditions initiales s' s-
tomp n cours d 'intégTation t n 'a donc pas d'influence directe ur une simulation 
climatique. Par contre , un modèle régional d climat est constamm nt forcé à se 
frontières soit par des réanaly es globale ou le résultat d une . imulation globale 
du climat produite à l'aide d 'un modèle ayant de caractéri tiques différentes. 
Cette thè e propo e d'étudier en premier lieu la sensibilité d 'un modèle régional 
du climat aux conditions initiales et aux frontières telle qu'évalu' epar le diagnos-
tiques sur les tendance. initiales. Le MRCC5 (CRCM5 en anglais) est une version 
à aire limitée du modèle global GEM (Global Environmental Multi-échelle) d 'En-
vironnement Canada. Les tendances initiales ont d'abord 'té calculée pour la 
configuration global de ce modèle pour un ensemble de comte intégrations dé-
marr'es d 'analys sis u s d 'un système d'assimilation utilisant le même modèl 
pom produir d analyses 3D-Var et 4D-Var d'Environnement Canada (EC). 
Le mod '1 st gén'ral m nt bi n équilibré mais une dégradation est notée au ni-
veau de la zon de convergence inter-tropicale (ZCIT) pom le 4D-Var. Lorsqu 
le modèle démarre d'une analy e produite par tm autre rnodèl , dans notr cas 
le r'analyse ERA-Int rim du C ntr Emop'en de pr'vision m't'orologique à 
moyen terme (CEPMMT, ECMWF en anglais) à basse et haute résolution, m1e 
quasi-absence de la conv ction st notée dans le premiers instants de l'intégration 
lorsque 1 s r'analys s à bas r' olution sont utilisées. L'équilibre est meillem avec 
1 s r 'anal ys s à haut r' olution. Il est égal rn nt noté qu\me d'gradation d la 
résolu ti on v rtical est plus dommageabl que celle de la r '. olution horizontal . 
Pour le MRCC5, les conditions aux frontières utilisées pom le pilotage ont ét', 
d 'un partd sanalys s4D-Vard'EC td'autr partd sr'analysesERA-Interimà 
bass t haut résolution. L s diagno tics des t ndances montrent un déséquilibre 
p rsistant au-d là d 15 joms dans le cas des r 'analy es à faible résolution. Dan 1 
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cas des réanalyses ERA-interim à haute résolution tl s analys 4D-Va.r d 'Envi-
ronn ment Canada., 1 modèle affiche un bon équilibr initial mais une légra.dation 
commence à apparaître apr 's 5 jours environ en s propageant 2::raduell m nt v rs 
l'intérieur du domaine. Dans la. d lL'<ième partie, l' ffet du pilotag sur l MRCC5 
est éva.lu ' par sa r'ponse à différents types de conditions aux frontières produites 
par le modèle Canadien du climat (CanESM2), le modèl de l'Institut Max-Planck 
(MPI-ESM) ainsi qu 1 s r' analyses ERA-interim. Les diagnostics des tenda.nc s 
montrent un récha.uff m nt xc ssif du modèle dans les basses couches et un r -
froidi ment plus haut et c ci pour 1 s différentes doun ' d pilotag . Évalué s 
t moyennée sur un saison, l s tendance d t mpérature ont révélé un r froi-
dissement dans les basses couches lorsque le mod 'l st pilot ' par CanESM2 et 
un récha.uff ment lor qu'il est fore' par MPI-ESM. Les tendances d l'humidité 
spécifique montrent égal ment des frets différents selon 1 typ de donn' s de pi-
lotage. Dans RP07, les t ndances initiale sont obtenu dans 1 cadre d 'un cycl 
d'as imila.tion de donné s dans lequell modèl 'valué est c lui utilisé pour fair 
l'as. imilation. La. troisième parti de cette thèse pr 'sent l'évaluation d'un syst 'me 
régional d'as imilation de données basé sur le MRCC5 sur la région d l'Amérique 
du Nord. Le système d'as imila.tion va.ria.tionn 1 d'Environn m nt Canada a ét' 
adapté pour produire des ana.lys s aux 6-h pour les mois de Janvier et Juillet 
2011. Bi n que cell s-ei concordent as z bi n avec celles d 'autr sources, l s in-
cr'ment. d'analy e moyens, les écart aux ob rva.tions moyens (monitoring) et les 
tendances initiale ont révélé de anomalies pr's de la. fronti 're nord du MRCC5 
indiquant un problème avec le couplage aux frontière en présence de rapide va-
riations dans la circulation transversale . La po sibilité de faire de l'assimilation 
avec le MRCC5 ouvre la. possibilité d 'étudier différ ntes approches permettant 
'aborder cette qu stion et l diagnostic ur l tendance constituent un atout 
important pour élucider cette qu stion. 
Mots clés : Assimilation de donnée , équilibre dynamique, modéli ation régionale 
du climat, proc ssus physiques, modèles à air limitée. 
ABSTRACT 
The objectiv of this the is is th as ssm nt of th fifth g n ration Canadian 
Regional Climate Model (CRCM5) using a new approach based on that propo-
sed by Ro well and Palm r (2007) (RP07, h reafter). In this approach, initial 
tendencies of resolved phy ical Emd dynamical proces s ar used to evaluat th 
dynamical balane when th model i initialized and driven 1 y reanalyses of dif-
ferent sourc s or output from global climate imulations. This technique provid s 
detail d information on int raction b tw n thes diff r nt proc sses and comple-
m nts classical tools us d in r gional climat mod ls validation. For global climate 
models, th impact of th initial condition fades away progr s iv ly dming the 
integration aJ.ld consequently has no ffect on th climat simulation. In the case 
of regional climate models, they aJ.·c constantly fore d at th ir lat ral botmdaries 
by global reaJ.lalyses or outputs from global climate models with diff rent chaJ·ac-
teristic . This thesis aims to first xarnine sensitivity of regional clirnate mod 1 
to initial and boundary condition using the initial t endencies diagnostic. 
Th madel us d h r is the fifth-gen ration Canadian Regional Climate Madel 
(CRCM5), a limited-area v rsion of the global madel GEM (Global Environm n-
tal Multiscal ) of Environment Canada. Th initial tend ncies me first comput d 
for the global G EM mod 1 configm ation by p rforming an nsemble of short inte-
grations ini tialized by a11alys . from an assimilation system using t h . aJ.n madel 
producing 3D-VaJ.· and 4D-VaJ· analys of Environrnent Ca11ada. R sults show 
that the mod 1 is fairly well balanced with a slight degradation in the case of 
4D-Var analy es in the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ). When the madel 
i initializ d by analyses based on a different madel, in this case low and high 
resolution ERA-Interim reanalyses from th Emopean Center for Medium-range 
W a th r Forecasts (ECMWF), the re. ults show a quasi-absent convection in th 
first steps of the integration when low resolution reanalyses a1· used . Th r ason 
could be a lack in humidity in low r 1 v ls prev nting the triggering of convection. 
It is also not d that d grading th v rtical r solution is mor da111aging than using 
a coa1·s r horizontal r solution. 
CRCM5 simulations have b en conducted using driving data from 4D-Va1· analyses 
and ERA-Interirn reanalys s at low and high resolution and th r sults showed 
p rsisting imbalances ven after 15 day for th coms r reanaly e . When con ide-
red in the free interior zone, the madel exhibits relatively good alance initially. 
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Hovv ver, after 5 day of integration imbalances r app ar d gradually, propagating 
into the interior of the model domain. 
Th second par t looked at the eff ct of different driving data on the regional cli-
mat response by prospecting proc ss tendenci s. For this, the CRCM5 i as s d 
when driven by different boundary conditions. The latt r are supplied by outputs 
from th s cond generation Canadian Ear th Syst m Mod l (CanESM2) and th 
Mau'< Planck Institut for 1 t orology's Earth System fod 1 (MPI-ESM-LR) and 
also from ECMWF ERA-Int rim reanalyses. Process tendencies diagnostics show 
a model excessive heating in low r l v ls and a cooling at higher levels for all 
differ nt driving data. 'Ii mp ratur tendencies valuated and averaged over a sea-
son r vealed a cooling in lower l vel when the model is driv n by CanESM2 and 
a heating when driven by MPI-ESM2. R sults from sp cific humidity tendenci s 
also showed various impact d pending on the driving data used. 
In th third part, r sults from r gional data assimilation xp rim nts using the 
CRCM5 over 1 orth America are pr s nt d. Thi y tem is adapted from the varia-
tional data a: similation syst m of Environment Canada to produce 6-h analyses 
for January and July 2011. Th se analy e are close to tho. obtained with other 
syst ms (e.g., ERA-Interim, MSC analyses). However , the mean analysis incre-
ments, mean departure from obs rvation (monitoring) and initial tendencies 
revealed anomalies near th model orth rn oundary due to problems in the 
driving procedure in the pre ne of rapid variation in transversal circulation. A 
regional data as imilation based on th CRCM5 makes it possibl to evaluat dif-
f rent approaches to study this issue and, a propos d in RP07, initial tendencies 
diagnostic will b very u eful for thi . 
Key Words : Da ta as imilation, dynamical balance, regional climate modeling, 
physical processe , limit d-area model . 
INTROD CTIO 
Cont xt 
Climat simulation. ar obtain .d by using v ry complex clima t model which 
talee into account s v ral physical proc ss . to r pres nt in the best po sible way 
the evolution of the climate. The compl xity of such coupl d models is associated 
with its various compouents (e.g., a tmo ph r , oc an, biosphere, cryo phere, tc.) 
which leads to incr asing somc s of une rtainty in climate imulations. On of 
the main source of une rtainty ar mod l rrors p cially their deficiencies in t he 
treatment of physical processes. Thi. is mainly du to their coar r . olution but 
also to lack of cientific understanding of these phy ical proc sse and how th y 
interact with one another. Sorne tudi s tr ated the uncertainty rela ted to mod l 
errors by using probabilistic approach in which an ns mble of model's ver. ions is 
employed (Stainforth et aL, 2005; Mm phy t aL , 2004) to produce an ensemble of 
climat imulations leading to probability d nsity function (PDFs) . Thi approach 
is computationally xpensive and showed som limi tations on how to con truct the 
ns mbl rn mb rs as pointed out by Rodwell and Palmer (2007)(RP07 h reaftm-). 
Inde d, th y howed that the ens mbl can iuclude a.r tificially tmbalanc d mem-
bers, l ading to an unr ali tic appraisal of int rnal variability. Furth rmore, this 
internal varia.bili ty ha.s b en shown to b v ry s nsi tive to the pa.ra.m terizations 
used in th mod l (Créta.t and Pohl, 2012). 
The origins of model n or ar till difficult to id ntify and repr sent a. chal-
lenging issue. The most popular way to asses model rrors is the confrontation to 
observation w hi ch al o con tain som err or, including bi ases and variances. These 
rn trics provide an estimate of model skill without fm th r informat ion or details 
r lat d to ev ntua.l deficiencies in repr senting par ticular physica.l processes. Ad-
ditional tools arc needcd to provid a. more detailed assessm nt of model -rror. 
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Another issue in limat model validation i th high computational cost invol-
v d as the model to b a essed i often run for c long p riod and compared to 
the ol s-rved climat . In numerical weather prediction, diagnostic tools axe us-d to 
evaluate th realism of fast acting physical processes and may be useful to evaluate 
the same processes in use in climate mod ls. This could be less time consuming 
than having to run long climate simulations. These tools should be complemen-
tary to the traditional assessments proc dur and can 1 e seen as preliminary 
test with a lower computational cost . 
For r gional climate models (RCM ) , contrary to global elima te models, the 
model error issue is complicated by the fact that RCMs are limited-area mod 1 
(LAMs) that must be driven continuously by ext mal data provid d by coupl d 
glo al climate models (CGCMs) or reanalyses. This driving or nesting can create 
inconsist ncies in th blending zone that can p netrat in the interior of the RCM 
model domain. This is due to everal factors such a the coar er patial re olu-
tion in driving data aJ1d diff r ne s in mod ls th ms lv s sp cially th way th y 
repre nt phy ical proces 
The total initial tendency diagnostic 
During a model integration at ach tim step, th atmospheric stat is updat d. 
This involves diff r nt physical and dynamical proc sses aff cting the progno tic 
variabl s. RP07 propos d a diagnostic bas d on the physical processes tend n-
ci s computed in th first moments of the model int gration , typically 6h. They 
showed that , wh n averaged over a larg number of integrations, this measure is 
equival nt to th mean analysis increm nt brought in by the data assimilation. 
On the other hand, a rn an analysi increment av raging to zero is an indication 
that the model us d is unbias d with r spect to obs rvations and that th assi-
milation is well balanced. Giv n the quivalence to the m an analysis increm nt , 
on could us th initial tendency diagnostic to assess the dynamical equilibrium 
of th mod 1. This approach can then easily b us d, provid d th mod 1 ass ss d 
is the sam as th on u ed in the data assimilation ystem. Th RP07 proc -
dur consists in an ens mble of short int grations staJted from analy es obtained 
from an assimilation system using th sam model. As w av rage over th first 
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moments of th int gration, only the fast-acting physical processes are taken into 
account in the initial tendency computation. For a variable X , the mean total 
initial tendency can b xpres d as, 
wh re subscripts 1, 2, . .. , N represent the different physical process s involved in 
th X variabl updat . The symbol ( ... ) denotes an average intime and space as 
the average can be done spatially over a particular r gion or globally. 
Using an approach introduced by Klink r and Sardeshmlù<:h (1992), RP07 
used th initial tendency diagno t ic to assess the European Center for Medium-
range \iVeather forecasts (ECMWF) model, over a particular region, by modifying 
orne param ters used in the convection paramet rizat ion schem . They d mons-
trated the effect of those perturbed parameters on th mod l's dynamical balane 
and how this diagnostic points to inconsist nci s in th mod 1 phy ic . In their 
study, RP07 modifi d the entrainment rate used in the convection scheme to re-
gulat the moistur mixing b tw n th convective plume and the environment. 
Th y found that this param ter setting can degrade significantly the dynamical 
balance. They also used this diagnostic to examine the improvement in the model 
balance when a new cloud schem is incorporat d as is often done in numerical 
weather predict ion. They also made th point that this approach has a compu-
tational cost of only "' 5o/c of that associat d with the evaluation by performing 
sev ral climate simulations. Rodwell and Jung (2008) u ed the same diagno tic 
on th ECMWF mod 1 wh n a n w a rosol climatology is used and showed its 
impact on the radiatiou parameterization sch rn and the subs quent impact on 
other processe . 
Regional data assimilation 
RP07 hav shown that the initial t ndency diagno tic sui tably averaged is a useful 
diagnostic to valuat . th dynamical balane of a rnodel. A good balance is to b 
expected wh n the different physical and dynamical proce es are consistent wi th 
one another. RP07 also showed that this diagnostic provid s a d t ailed d scrip-
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tian on how th madel treats very process and can h lp to id ntify vvhich one is 
poorly or badly represented and how each process react to a chang in th mod l. 
However, tou e this diagnostic, the mod l valuate has to b u. d within a data 
assimilation system providing the analy s us d to initialize that madel. Cons -
qu ntly, this is a good inc ntiv to us a climate madel within a data assimilation 
system to be able to apply this initial tend ney diagnostic. Moreover, assessing a 
regional climate mod 1 usinrr this diagnostic requires a regional data assimilation 
syst m. 
Implementing a fully cycled r gional data assimilation is a challenging task 
r quiring a d tailed validation of compon nts a sociat d with ob rvations , and 
error statistics of observations and the short-tCI·m forccast of th climate madel 
w hi ch would provid the a priori estima tc rcferred to as the background state. 
Mor ov r, r gional data assimilation needs to fac the difficulti s associat d with 
th fac t that the madel is dTiven at its lateral boundaries. This rai issu . 
in the way observations must be treated in th particular bl nding zone wh r 
discontinuiti sor strong gradient can occur. 
A regional data assimilation system bas d on th 11fth g n ration Canadian 
r gional climat mod l (CRCM5) (Zadra et al., 2008), d velop d at the ESCER 
(Étud t Simulation du Climat à l'Échelle Régionale) c ntre, would certainly be 
very us ful to the madel development using th initial tendency diagno tic to it 
fullest. Moreover, the as imilation would provid a dir ct comparison to obser-
vations through the so-called innovations, defin d as the d partur betwe n the 
background stat and th obs rvations. Furthermor , thi r gional ata a imila-
tion syst m can b a first tep towards a reanaly i. at a higher r solution, whi h 
would b u eful for r gional climate studies. 
Previous work 
Initial and lat ral conditions impact on the madel simulation repres nts an im-
portant aspect that ne ds to be consid red with care. Wu et al. (2005) hav shawn 
that initial and lateral conditions have a significant impact on climate simulations. 
When u ed a initial conditions, analyses cau produce imbalancc in the first mo-
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ment of the integration while the lateral condition can induce biases. Analy e 
are know11 to produce spinup imbalances associated with spmious gravity waves 
(Gauthi r and Thépaut , 2001 ). This issu is addr ss d using digital filters (Lynch, 
1997) or normal mode initialization (Machenhauer, 1977). In a previou work , 
Chikhar (2011) studi d imbalances associated with the initial conditions for the 
Global Environm ntal Multiscal mod l (GEM). Using 3D-Var and 4D-Var ana-
lyses from the Met orological Service of Canada (MSC) (Gauthier et al., 1999, 
2007) produced with a model very similar to the one being assessed, the r ult. 
show d significant differ nees in the TI:·opics between 3D-Var and 4D-Var experi-
m nts. In the case of 4D-Var , the convective activity was found to be more intens 
particularly in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). This counter-intuitive 
result could b explain d by the simplified physic in the MSC 4D-Var sy tem 
which does not include convection. The impact of non-native or external analys s 
was also examined. singERA-Interim reanaly es from ECMWF, the model us d 
in the data assimilation sy tem is then different from the GEM model to be as-
s s d. Th initial tendency diagnosed reveal d cl arly the so-called 'initial shock' 
(Klocke and Rodwell, 2014) grading consid rably the mod l's balane due to 
inconsistencies b tw n the two models. Th initial t ndency diagnostic showed 
that the vertical diffu ion is very strong in the fir t moment. of the integration 
whereas the convection process is nearly absent. The presence of a very table lo-
wer layer as well as drier analys . (in the TI:·opics) could explain the non triggering 
of th convection. 
The Canadian R gional Climat Mod l (CRCM5) dynamical equilibriurn was 
also investigat d. In this case, th model is supplied with diff r nt initial and 
bm.mdary conditions. Restùts showed that the CRCM5 is better balanced wh n 
initializ d and driv n by MSC analy s, refl.ecting the fact that the CRCM5 is built 
from th limit d-ar a configmation of th GEM mod l (same physics and similar 
re olution). It was al o hown that th global mod l GE 1 is better balanced 
over the CRCM5 domain than the r gional model. This result suggests that a 
high r resolution r gional analysi could be better suited for the CRCM5. vVhen 
initia.liz d and driv n by ERA-Interim r analyses, the CRCM5 initial balance 
shows similar ehavior as wh n it is driv n by th global GEM analys s. 
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Obj ctiv sand methodology 
The main objectives of this thesis is to investigate the potential benefits of using 
th tendency diagno tic as an ass ssm nt tool in the CRCM5 development , as well 
as applying new tools made available from a regional data assimilation yst em. 
This th sis is structur d in th form of cientific pap rs presented as chapt rs. 
In the first chapter , it is aimed to answer qu stion such as "How do initial 
and lateral conditions affect the CRCM5 dynamical balance in th first mom nts 
of the integrat ion ?" and "To what xt nt initial conditions resolution impact the 
mode! dynamical balance?". To address these questions, the initial tendency diag-
nostic is employ d using differ nt initial and driving da ta as MSC 4D-Var analyses 
and ERA-Int rim r analyse at lovv and high resolution. In th cond chapt r , th 
question to b answered was "How does the CRCM5 r pond to varions boundary 
conditions for long r integrations ? 11 • To address this issue, 14 mon th simulations 
ar p rform d using diff r nt driving data (outputs from CanESM2 and MPI-
ESM mod ls and ERA-Interim reanalyses) . Analysis and compaJ·ison b tw n 
the different simulations are done through the proc ss tendencie computed and 
averaged ov r a season. Finally, the third chapt r aims to pr sent and evaluate 
a regional data assimilation system bas d on CRCM5 over orth America, the 
objective being the validation of the model using t he RP07 initial tendency diag-
nostic. This regional syst m is adapted from the Envar data as imilation system of 
Environment Canada and assimilates th same sets of obs rvations. Fully cycl d 
analys s 31· produced very 6-h over the month of January aJld July. R sults aJ' 
evaluated through the xamination of mean analysis increments and data moni-
toring in ad di ti on to comparison to anal y e from oth r sourc . 
Th ov rail obj ctiv of this thesis is to provid n w tools to assess CRCM5 
through diff r nt persp ctive . This will hop fully contribute to the madel d ve-
lopment. 
CHAPTER I 
IMPACT OF A ALYSES 0 THE DY IAMI AL BALANCE OF 
GLOBAL A D LIMITED-AREA ATMOSPHERI MODELS 
This chapt r is pres nt d in th format of a sei ntific articl . I is publish d in 
th Quarterly Journal of the Royal M teorological Society. Thi articl is 
entirely 1 ased on my work with the co-author involv d in sup rvising all the 
tasks and text revision. The detailed r ferenc is: 
Chikhar K , Gauthier P (2014) Impact of analyses on th dynamical balane of 
global and limit d-area atmo ph rie mod l . Q.J.R. Meteorol. Soc., 140: 
2535- 2545. doi: 10.1002/ qj .2319 
Impact of analy cs on the dynamical balance of global and limited-ar a 
atmo pheric mod ls 
Kan1 l Chikhar and Pierre Gauthier 
CentreE CER (Étud t Simulation du Climat à l'Échelle Régionale), 
D ' partem nt de ci ne s de la Terre et de l 'Atmosphère 
niv rsité du Québec à Montréal (U QAM) 
B.P. 8 8, Suce. Centre-ville 
fontréal (Québec) Canada H3C 3P8 
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Abstract 
Dynamical imbalanccs can induce purious variability which can b diagnos d 
from th phy ical tendeucie observed in th first mom nts of short-t nn forecasts 
using as initial onditions analyses obtain d from an as imilation system u ing 
this model. In thi. articl this approach is tak n to inv stigate differences in th 
balane ob tain cl from 3D- and 4D-Var analys s, using the for cast- assimilation 
syst rn of th M t orological rvi of Canada (MSC). The result indicatc that 
th mod 1 i. th n in goocl balane globally but the 4D-Var anal y es slightly up et 
the balane in th Tropic , thereby alt ring th characteristics of th Int rtropical 
Convergcnc" Zon (ITCZ) . As th a: imilation is clriv n by a particular mocl 1, th 
r sulting analy e k p ém imprint of th clynamics of that moclel and us of thi 
analy i with an th r mod lmay not b as w 11 in balance duc to th differences 
betw en th two models. To. tudy this point, ERA-Int rim 4D-Var reanalyses were 
used as initial ondition first at a low r horizontal and v rtical r olution, and 
then at a re olu tion clo r to that f the Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) 
model. Th high r-rcsolution r analy es led to a b tter balance than that with 
a low r-r solution version of th ER -Interim reanalyses. The coars r analyses 
cr at ignificant imbalance. in the Canaclian global mocl 1 which p r i t for more 
than 5 day . In particular , it was not cl that conv ction i n arly abs nt arly on as 
if at a lower r olution, th ERA-interim analy clicl not inj ct ufficient humiclity 
to trigg-r conv ction. It was also notecl that r ducing th v rtical resolu tion is 
mor damaging than u. inga coarser horizontal r solution. In limitecl-ar ar gional 
climat mo el , xternal analy are u ed to defin the boundary conditions and 
the Cauadian Regional Climate Mod l ( CRCM) was u cl to ass ss th impact 
of diff rent way to define the boundary condition, . Th CRCM is a limit d-ar a 
configuration of the GEM global mod l u d in th 3D- ancl4D-Var assimilation. 
Exp rim nts w re concluct d in which th botmdary conditions driving th CRC i 
ar provicl d v ry 6 h a is usually don for the CRCM climat simulation .. When 
using 4D-Var R.nalys s émd ERA-Int rim reanalyses ( coarse and full re. olution) to 
clefin the bouudary condition. , the results indicat that imbalance p rsist even 
after 15 days and ar mor . ignificant for the coars r analy es. Mor ov r , ev n 
though th mod l xhibits r lativ ly goocl balane initially after days imbalances 
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appear gradually in th int rior of the r gional mod l domain. 
K y Words : data assimilation; dynamical balane ; phy ical proc sses; limited-
area models ; mun rical w ath r prediction ; regional climate modeling 
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1.1 Introduction 
Futm climat proj ction. ar obtained by using incr asingly compl x mocl 1 . 
Th s proj etions are as ociat cl vvith uncertainties related to cliff rent rror. ourc s 
(Stainforth et al., 2005; furphy et al., 2004). An important somce of uncertainty 
is the mo del rror. Inde cl , mo dels con tain err or of different kinds and th se can 
lead to unrealistic simulation . A recognized source of error in the modcl lies in 
cl fici nci s in th representation of subgTid physical proc ss . The mod 1 errors 
ar usually quantifi cl by comparing the forecasts to obs rvations. Thi, t chnique 
provides an stimation of th model errors without a pr cise information on their 
origin. The lat ter is much hard r to identify especially when multiple error factors 
combine. Complementary tools are then need cl to assess models' perfonnanc and 
identify ev ntual errors mor clearly and with more detail . Rodwell and Palm r 
(2007), hereafter RP07 , 1 ropo ed a diagno tic tool based on the initial syst ma-
tic t ndencies. It provides useful information about the consistency of th model's 
physics as it relaxes toits own climatology in th first mom nts of the integra tion. 
How v r , it is w 11 known that analys s can themselv s cr at spin-up probl m 
that can b addres cl u ing normal mode initialization or digital filtering to re-
move. pmious gravity waves. Gauthier and Thépaut (2001) showed that 4D-Var 
analyses provide initial conditions that are better balane cl and do not requir as 
much the application of other constraint to maintain this equilibrium. 
Th approach proposcd by RP07 consist in carrying an n mbl of ucces-
SlV short tim int grations from whieh phy ieal t nd ncies ar . xtract cl. Each in-
tegration starts from an analysis produeed by a data assimilation syst m using the 
am mocl l. Th m t orological variable (e.g. temp rature or sp cific htmüdity) 
tendencies associatecl with each individual physical process are then determined 
and, when a.veraged intime and over a. specifie region, they yield systema.tie initial 
t nd nci s whieh giv a reliable measur of the mod l's dynamical quilibrium. A 
w Il-balane cl mod 1 would yi ld syst matie t ndenci s clos to z ro, whil lm·ge 
valu s would indieat imbalanees and th u ineonsist neies in the r pr s nta.tion 
of phy. i al proce s s of the model. In this article, this diagnostic is us cl first to 
examine the Global Environm ntal Multiseal (GEM) model's dynamical balane 
when initializ cl by its own 3D-Var and 4D-Var analyses produced at th M t o-
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rological S rvice of Canada (MSC) (Gauthier et al., 1999, 2007). On could also 
be interested to assess the equilibrium of the GEM madel when initialized by 
'external' analyses. In th present case, the Emopean Centre for Medium-range 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalyses 'ERA-Interim' (Dee et al. , 2011 ) were 
us d and refiect th particular equilibrium of the madel used in the assimilation 
system. The result indicate that better balance is obtained if spatial resolutions 
ar close, particularly in the vertical. Finally, as regional climate mod ls ar driven 
through lat ral boundary conditions d fined by a diffei· nt mod l, w wanted to 
a s ss th dynamical balance of the Canadian Regional Climate Madel (CRCM) 
when initialized and dr iv n by MSC 4D-Var analys s or ERA-Interim reanalyses. 
To assess how long it takes to recover from an initial imbalance, the madel balance 
xamin d wh n the models are int grated over a longer p riod (15 days). 
The article is organized as follows . In section 1.2, them thod us d to com-
put th total initial tendency is pr sented. The mod ls us d , th data assimilation 
system and the experim nts achi v d are de crib d in section 1.3. The different 
r sults obtained are pre ented and discu sed in sections 1.4 to 1.7. Further dis-
cussion and som conclusions ar given in section 1.8. 
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1.2 Diagnosing dynamical balane bas d on av rag s of physical 
tendencies 
When initial conditions defin d by an analysis are used, the model may xhibit 
a transi nt b haviom that can persist for sorne tim . To avoid this numerical 
w ath r pr diction ( WP) mod ls have resort d to nonlin ar normal mode ini-
tialization or digital filters to filt r out th spmious gravity wav s as ociat d with 
this initial imbalance (Machenhauer, 1977; Baer and Tribbia , 1977). Klinkcr and 
Sardeshmukh (1992) xamined th initial physical t nd nci s of the model as a 
mcasur of th imbalance. Rodwell and Palmer (2007) th n pointed out that the 
av rag of the physical tendencies over a period of 6 h corresponds, but with th 
opposi t sign, to the analysis increment brought in by the assimilation. Th refor , 
sine th analysis increments average to zero over a large number of analys s, on 
would th n expect that , similarly, the total physical tendency would also av rag 
out to z ro. It is important that, for this to hold, the madel used should b th 
ame as th on used to do th as. imilation. 
In th RP07 procedure, the first time step is exclud db cau of it di tinc-
tive natme with r sp ct to th subs qu nt ones. The analysi being used as initial 
conditions, the first tim step has a strong imprint from the analysis. Mor ov r, a 
cold start is often us d in which som physical tend ncies are set to z ro, knowing 
that th -y will b quickly r stor d within a few tim steps. Averaging over a period 
of 6 h is ab tter approach to captur variations associated particularly with th 
diurnal cycle, when the thermal tendencies a.re con ider d. In their study, RP07 
highlighted that th se initial imbalanc s refi ct pot ntial fiaws of fast-acting phy-
sical processes which can creat artificial variability. This information could b -
particularly helpful to as ess th valu of multimod l climate simulations oft n 
us d to e timate the une rtainty associated with climate cenario (Stainforth t 
al., 2005). Another interesting application is that pr s nt d in Ro lwell and Jtmg 
(2008), who used th teudency diagnostic to evaluat the improv rn nt obtained 
wh n modifications are made to the forecasting system. 
In our study, this RP07 procedure will be u ed to comput om t ndency 
diagnostic. A d tailed d scription is given in the n xt subsection. 
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1.2.1 Total initial tendency 
The atmo. phere is simula ted by mod ls through a r pr sentation of a s t of phy-
sical and dynamic processes, and prog;nostic variabl ar updated by all r lat d 
proc ss s at ach int gration tim step . The resulting total temporal tendency of 
a c rtain variabl consists of the combination of the individual tendencies from all 
proces. es . Th diagnostic for temperatur tendency used in this study is d fin d 
a. 
M . M k ~ "'j;. total = ~ "' "' j;.P M ~ t M ~~ z 
i= l i=l p= l 
(1.1) 
where M i the total forecasts mm1b r , t/otal is the total tend ney, and 
t l, p = 1, ... , k, repr ent the individual tendencies of th k physical proc ss s, 
namely adv tion, shallow and deep conv ction, radiation, larg scal - condensation 
and vertical diffusion. As shown in RP07, the a ver ag of th anal y is increm nts 
ol tained over an assimilation window T corresponds approximately to the average 
of the tcmperatur tcndencies taken also over the period. If T = nb.t is the length 
of the as. imilation window, and considering Nf con cutiv analys s at times ti 
with i = 1, . . . , M , it can e shown that the av rage of the analy is incr rn nts 
correspond approximately to the average physical total tendency 
(1.2) 
where Ti(.j ) = Ti(ti + j b.t). A detailed demonstration of this correspondence can 
be found in RP07. All physical param eterization sch m s ar appli d at ach time 
ro 
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Figure 1.1 Zonal mean of (a) averaged temperature incr ments (K) and (b) 
averaged total physical t nd ney multiplied by the time st p as xpressed on th 
right-hand side of Eq. (1.2). The v rtical coordinate is linear in pr ssm . 
step so that t mp rature i upclated every time step by ali phy ical proc s s. The 
initial tendenci s are av rag d over a ix hours period, th fir t time tep being 
excluded as di cu sed pr viously. '] nd ncies are computed for ach grid point 
aJ.ld then averaged spatially ov r th whole globe as well as ov r sp cilie regions 
lik the Tropics, for exan1ple. These spatial av rages axe obtained by weighting 
ev ry grid point by the size of the mesh. In order to evaluate the equivalence 
b tw en the mean increment and th mean total physical tend ney, an assimilation 
cycl for one month has b en complet d and the two sid s of equation (1.2) have 
been comput d for that period. The result is presented in figme 1.1 where this 
correspondence is clearly apparent . 
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1.3 Model , assimilation system and experiments 
1.3.1 The Global Environmental Multiscale model 
The Global Environmental Multiscal (GEM) model has been developed at the 
Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC) (Côté et al., 1998; Mailhot et al., 1998) 
and can be run in global mode with uniform or variable resolution, and also up-
ports limited-ar a configurations for high-r solution regional forecasts. The global 
uniform configuration used in this study has a horizontal grid mesh of approxima-
tely 50 km at the Equator and us s a hybrid coordinat and has 80 v rticall vels 
with a top a t 0.1 hPa. The time step is 15 min. Th model configuration considered 
here uses the following paramet rization schemes : corr lated-K sol~Œ and terrestrial 
radiations of Li and Barker (2005), Kain- F1:itsch for deep convection (Kain and 
FJ·it sch, 1990, 1993), Kuo transient for shallow convection (Kuo , 1974), Sundqvist 
for large-scale condensation (Sundqvist , 1978), the vertical diffusion of Mailhot 
and Benoit (1982) and ISBA (Int ractions between Soil- Biosph r Atmosph r ) 
for surface processes (Noilhan and Planton, 1989). A d tail d 1 scription of the 
model physics can be found in Mailhot et al. (1998) and Bélair et al. (2009). 
1.3.2 The Canadian Regional Climate model 
Th r gional mod l used in this work is the CRCM5, a limited-area version of the 
GEM mod 1 (Zadra et al. , 2008) that could be set over any area on the globe. In 
our study, the CRCM domain covers North America (Figur 1.2) with a 20 km 
horizontal grid me h and 10 min time step. It has the am vertical discretization 
with the lid at 0.1 hPa an the same param trization schemes as tho e of the 
global configuration d scribed above. The CRCM lateral boundary condition are 
supplied using a one-way nesting m thod (Davie , 1976; Yakimiw and Rob rt , 
1990). 
------------ ------- ----- ----------- - ------------
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Figure 1.2 Th CRCM domain. 
1. 3. 3 A similation system 
Th thre -dim nsional variational data assimilation (3D-VaJ·) system was impl -
rn nted at MSC in 1997 and xt nd d to four-dim nsional variational data as-
similation (4D-Var) in 2005 (Gauthi r t al., 1999, 2007; Laroch t al. , 2007). 
Th variational formulation is ba ed on the incr mental approach ( Com·ti r t al., 
1994). The analysis incr rn nt is calculated at a lower resolution than th fore-
cast mod l and is fom1d by minimizing a cost function u ing the quasi-N wton 
algorithm (Gilbert and Lemaréchal, 1989). In 3D-Var, the backg,Totmd is obtain d 
from a 6 h for cast and the analysis increment is determined at the centr of a 
6 h assimilation winclow. Conventional data are as imilated over a 3 h win low 
whereas radiances are assimilatcd over a 6 h window. In the 4D-Var system, the 
assimilation window i also 6 h and the backgrotmd is now a trajectory obtain d 
from a 9 h for cast. Data are assimilated over the whole window, thus increasing 
considerably th ir numb r compared to th 3D-Var syst m. A detail d d cription 
of thes assimilation syst ms can b fom1d in Gauthi r t al. (1 999, 2007). ERA-
Interim reanalyses, us d in this study, are produced at T25v (rv 79 km) horizontal 
grid mesh by a 4D-Var data assimilation system u. inga 12 h assimilation window. 
The for cast model used to produce th backgrotmd is basecl on Integrat d Fore-
cast System (IFS) r l ase Cy31r2 with T255 sp ctral horizontal r solution and 60 
verticallevels with a top at 0.1 hPa. A detailed description of th ERA-Interim 
1 
r analysis can b found in De et al. (2011 ). 
1.3.4 Configuration of the experiments 
Several ex1 riments are realized in order to ass s the GEM global model dyna-
mical balance as well as that of the CRCM. In the case of CRCM, different typ 
of initial and boundary conditions ar us d, the obj ctive being the as. essment of 
th ir eventual eff ct on mod l quilibrium. The initial and boundary conditions 
us d in this study ar - MSC 3D-Var and 4D-Var analy s and ECM\iVF ERA-
Int rim reanaly e at low and high resolution. The e datasets will be noted in this 
article as MSC3D , MSC4D, ERA-low and ERA-high respectively. In ach xp -
riment, sev ral ets of integrations ar p rform d covering the month of J anuary 
2009. Short and medium-range simulations are tarted every 6 h from 0000 UTC 
on 1 J anuary. W- consid r that th total numb r of int gr at ions is suffi ci nt to 
resolve synoptic vaxiability. 
In a different set of experim nts, longer-rang simulations are completed 
with the GEM global model and the CRC f. A b fore, runs ar start d very 6 
h from 0000 UT on 1 January. The aim is to examine the t mporal volution 
of th dynamical balance when different initial and boundary conditions (for th 
CRCM) are used. 
1.4 Impact of th assimilation method 
H re, w examin the potential ffect of the assimilation proc dm (3D-Var and 
4D-Var) on th model dynamical balane . W expect an improved dynamical 
qtùlibrium wh n the model is initialized by 4D-Var analy es, the latter b ing 
known to b b tt r balanced than 3D-Var analyses (Gauthier and Thépaut , 2001; 
Laroche et al., 2007). In this exp riment, GEM model int grations are initialized 
by MSC3D and MSC4D produc d by MSC using a GE il model onfigmation v ry 
similar to that u d her . 
Figm e 1.3 hows th r sulting temperature tendency profil s averag d ov r 
th glo and ov r th Tropics. The cliff r nt line colours id ntify th physical 
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processes acting on th temperature, and the thick black line r presents the net 
tendency (i .e. the total of all individual process tendencies) In general, profiles 
are similar for the two cases (MSC3D and MSC4D). How v r, when initialized by 
MSC4D, the madel is . hown to be lightly mor unbalanc d compar d to imu-
lations using MSC3D , specially in th Tropics (Figm 1.3(d)) . Wh n av rag d 
globally the balance is established in the middl troposph r b twe n the radia-
tiv cooling (radiation) and the heating due to lat nt h at r leas from conv ction 
and larg -scale cond n ation. In th Tt opics, th equilibrium is fotmd maiuly b t-
ween cooling du to radiation and downward movement (vertical adv ction) and 
latent heat release from convection. In the lower 1 vels, th profiles are very simi-
lar except small diff renee. in radiation t ndenci s arotmd 950 hPa and hallow. 
conv ction around 900 hPa. 
A clos r look at profiles in the Tropics r v als significant diff r ne s in convec-
tion t ndenci between MSC4D and ifSC3D simulation. Th convection activity 
is found to be stronger in the cas of MSC4D , r sulting in mor h ating in th 
atmosph rie mid-1 vel .To xamin more d ply this diff r ne , th t nd ney du 
to conv ction is examin d at 500 hPa (Figure 1.4). We can clearly ee that th 
convective activity along the Int rtropical Convergence Zon (ITCZ) is more in-
t ns in MSC4D simulations, esp cially ov r th oc ans. This' xc s ' in conv ctive 
activity is r sponsible for th imbalanc show d by t mperature profiles (Figm 
1.3(d)) . This is a cotmter-intuitive re ult because 4D-var analyses are known to b 
better balanced than those produced using 3D-Var system. Specifie humidity t en-
d ncies (not shawn) show larg r deficits in water vapom cont nt and lead to th 
same conclusions, i .. more convection in the ITCZ for MSC4D simulations. Ano-
ther issue is the simplified physics used in the MSC 4D-Var syst rn ( vvhich does 
not include convection) and this could aL o explain this diff renee. As shawn in 
Figur 10 of Mahfouf and Rabier (2000), using simplifi d physics without convec-
tion result in an increase in the pr cipitation in th first moments of integration. 
Comparing th humidity analyses obtain d with 3D-Var and 4D-Var (not hown) 
indicates that th latt r ar mois ter. The r sul ting precipitation l ads to incr a-
s d t mp rature tendency, particularly in th Tropics. This is consistent with the 
r sults hown in Figm 1.3(b, d) . 
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Figure 1.3 T mp ratme initial tend ney profile (K day- 1). Tendencies are com-
puted for th first 6 h of th int gration excluding the first time step . (a, b) show 
profil s obtain d from simulations initializ d by M C3D and averaged (a) globally 
and (1 ) over th Tropic . (c, d) ar as (a, b), but for integrations started from 
MSC4D. The different colomed lin s correspond to the physical proc s s conside-
r d: radiation (green) , adv ction (blu ), conv ction (r d) , large-scal cond n ation 
(magenta) and vertical diffusion (orange); the black lin shows the n t tendency. 
The v rtical coordinate is linear in pres me. Horizontal bars are 95% confidence 
int rvals, showing v ry low values especially in the global case and above 800 hPa. 
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Figure 1.4 M an temperature tendency due to convection (K day- 1) at 500 hPa 
from (a) MSC3D simula tion and (b) MSC4D simula tions. 
The re ult pr sent d in this . ect ion as essed the impact of analyse produced by 
assimilation systems driv n by th am mod l as the on us d to do the forecasts. 
In th next ection, w examin th mod l balance when analys s ar produced 
by a diff rent mod l. The idea is to explor th int raction betw en a model and 
external analys s and compare the results obtain d to tho when the mod l is 
initialized from its o>vn ru1alyses. 
1. 5 Use of external analyses 
In th previous experiment , the background stat used in the assimilation pro-
ducing th analyses is obtained from a mod l v ry similar to that we as. css d, 
aJ1d this background state leav san imprint on the analysis. The results obtain d 
showed a fairly good dynamical balance. ow w inv stigate if this equilibrium is 
maintained when using xternal analyses based on a differ nt moclcl and as. imi-
lation ystem. An experiment identical to the pr vious one is conducted, cxcept 
that the GEM model i, now initialized by ECMWF ERA-Int rim reanalyses. Ini-
tial conditions used in this xperim nt ar - the ERA-Interim a tmospheric fi lds 
compl mented by 1 C surfac analy. s. 
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The ERA-Int rim r analyses w r fir t us d with a coar e m sh of 1.5° 
(around 150 km) and 37lev ls in the vertical (ERA-low). Later, wh-n they became 
available, th xp riments w r repeated using th r analys s at higher resolution, 
that is 0.75° and 60 levels with a top at 0.1 hPa (ERA-high) . T'hi is to investigate 
not only th impact of external analyses on the model balance but also the impact 
of differences in horizontal and vertical resolution. 
Syst matie t mp ratm t ndenci s profile d riv d from thi xp rim nt are 
shown in Figure 1.5. Result indicate significant diff r ne s from what wa obtai-
n d when using MSC3D or MSC4D. In this cas , large imbalances ar ob erved in 
profil s averag d globally a well as over th Tropics esp cially at low resolution 
where significant h ating r aching 8 Kday-1 is pr ent in the lowe t lev ls induced 
by v rtical diffusion and radiative heating. Thi indi ate large vertical thermal 
gradient . In the above atmospheric levels, in both resolutions, w ob erv a co-
oling du mainly to a quasi-absence of dee1 conv ction activity. When comparing 
th zonal m an of pecific humidity derived Jrom th monthly temporal av rages 
(not shown ), w not that ERA-low i drier than th M 4D in the tropicallower 
levels. This could contribut to prevent th trigg ring of d - p conv ction. However, 
when full resolution r analy es are used, a better dynamical balane is observed 
and the strong heating in the low levels disapp élJ."S whil th conv ctive activity is 
more intense but still weak in the TI·opics in péU·ticular. This r sult indicates th 
importance of the spatial resolution of the initial onditions in the horizontal as 
w ll as in the vertical. Fl·mn this r sult, a que tion arises concerning the relative 
impact of each resolution (horizontal and v rtical) on the mod 1 balane . This is 
confirm d by an xp riment in whi h th initial conditions r solution of MSC4D 
was r duc d horizontally and/ or vertically. In th horizontal, th resolution w nt 
from 800 x 600 to 240 x 121 grid points, whil in the vertical the original 0 
vertical level analyses were int rpolated to the 37 levels of the ERA-Interim at 
coaJ.·se resolution. The r sults ba ed on the diagnostic of th initial t nd ncies on 
temp ratur élJ.' pr s nted in Figure 1.6 and r v al that the model quilibrium is 
worse in both ca s and that degrading th vertical r solution is more damaging 
than reducing the horizontal resolut ion. This result indicates that it is important 
to have a good correspond ne in the r solution of th model and that of the 
initial conditions to maintain a good dyuamical balance. 
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Figure 1.5 Temperature initial tendency profiles (K day- 1 ), comput d for the 
first 6 h of th - integration and obtain d from simulations initializ d by ERA-
Int rim r ru1alys - (a, b) ERA-low and (c, d) ERA-high - and av rag d (a, c) 
globally and (b , d) over the Tropics. Colom coding is as in Figur 1.3. 
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Figure 1.6 Temp ratur initial tenclency profiles (K clay- 1) computecl for the fir t 
6 h of integration with the initial conditions clegraclecl (a) in horizontal resolution 
and (b) in v rtical resolution. More cl tails are giv n in the text . 
As th bounclary conditipns of limit d-area rnodels (LAMs) are often pres-
cribecl very 6 h or le by forecasts from a global moclel which often has a coar·ser 
resolution, one mu t ask whether this can r sult in maintaining clynarnical imba-
lar1ces in the for cast of the LAM. This qu stion will b investigat d lat r using 
the CRCM limitecl-ar·ea regional climate moclel. Finally, how long will this imba-
larlc p rsist b for the mocl l reach s its own equilibrium ? This is acldressecl in 
th n xt s ction. 
1.6 Time to dynamical equilibrium 
In th previous experiments, th clynarnical balance has been assessed for the first 
mom nt of the int gration (typically th first 6 h). Wh n imbalances are present , 
we are now inter st cl to know how long it will talœ for the clynarnical balance to be 
r stor cl to th moclel's own clünatology. Integration w r p rformed over longer 
periocl , nam ly 15 days ar1cl , as before, the t mp ratur tend ney cliagno tic i 
computed with a 6 h running mean ov r th duration of the simulation. S v ral 
ts of 15 clays simulations starting from 1 Januar·y 2009 at 0000 UTC to 16 
Januar·y at 1800 UTC hav b en p rform cl (a total of 64 simulations in ach 
t ). A befor , the GEM global mocl l is us cl with cliffer nt initial conditions, 
i.e. M C4D, ERA-low and ERA-high. 
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Figure 1. 7 Temporal evolution of the mean total t nd ney profiles (K day- 1) 
after (a) 1, (b) 5, (c) 10 and (d) 15 days for the global GEM mod l. Simulations 
are initialized with MSC4D. 
'D mporal evolution of the total tendency is pre errted in Figur s 1.7 and 1.8 
wh n th GEM model is initialized by the three types of initial condit ion . Wh n 
MSC4D ar us d , the model is well balanced and eems t o reach its own climato-
logy after 15 days of integration. The model i better balanced in the middle of 
th atmosphere compar d to t h low r and upper l v ls where small imbalanc 
p rsist. Simulations ini tialized with ERA-low exhibit a ignificant imbalanc over 
the whole column wher t he model is warmer than its climatology. T his result 
shows that the initial imbalru1ces and the subsequent t rong heating effec ts me 
still ff ctive even after 15 days. Compru·ed to the MSC4D simulations, t h model 
initializ d with ERA-low n ds more tim to reach its own equilibrium associated 
with the model ' own climatology. Howev r , the model is not completely alanced 
even after 15 days in both cas s, specially at th upp r l v ls where only radiation 
and advection processes ru·e st ill act ive. Figur 1.8(a)- (d) show that th model's 
equilibrium is wors wh n initializ d by ERA-low and a net wru·ming appems in 
th first few days due to strong convective activity. This warming decreases in 
amplitude with time but rernains even after 15 days int gration. 
Howev r , ERA-high simulation yi ld a balance that is very similar to that 
obtained with MSC4D. MSC4D (Figure 1.7) and ERA-high simulations (Figur 
1.8(e)- (h)) show rapid converg nee towards th quilibrium state. 
Finally, Figure 1.9 shows th vertically integrated total t ndency as a function 
of time which is a good indicator of th mod l's imbalanc over the atmosphere 
column ; a well-balanced model should yield low valu s. The total tendency is 
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Figure 1.8 ':D mporal evolution of the mean total tendency profiles (K day- 1) 
after (a, e) 1, (b, f) 5, (c, g) 10 and (d , h) 15 days for the global GEM madel, 
with imulations initializ d with (a)- (d) ERA-low and ( )- (h) ERA-high. 
mass-w ighted vertically int grated over all madel output levels from 1000 to 10 
hPa. The absolut valu were considered to pr vent sign compensation betw en 
lev ls. The r sults show large di:ff r ne s from the thr s ts of simulations in 
the first days of integration dming which a better balanced madel is observed 
when initialized with MSC4D than with ERA-Int rim simulations. The MSC4D 
simulation. results indicate that the mod l' quilibrium state becomes nearly 
constant after roughly 2 days. Vhth ERA-low, the large initial imbalance is clearly 
seen in the first days of integration but decreases with time esp cially in the first 
2 days. How v r, the initial imbalanc e:ffect is too strong and r quir s several 
days of int gration to be damp d. The two cmv s conv rge reasonably well after 
15 days but not complet ly. However, at full resolution t he ERA-high simulations 
yi ld a better balance which compar s w ll to that obtained with th MSC4D 
except in the füst 18 h. However , afterwards, the two experiments have converged 
to th same l v lof balance. The two cmv s in Figure 1.9 converge after only 18 h 
of integration. This result confirms the advantage of using initial conditions with 
r solution close to th mod l's own. It is worth noticing that , from that point on, 
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Figure 1.9 Vertically integTat d absolute total t mp ratme tendencies from GEM 
simulation initializ d by MSC4D (blu line) and by ERA-low (dotted r d line) 
and by ERA-high (dotted gre n lin ). 
the balane ha r ached a constant level which do s not vary in time. This is to 
be kept in mind for compari on with results to b pr s nted in the next section 
with a limitecl-ar a mod l. 
1. 7 Assessing th balance of a regional elima te mod 1 
In etions 1.4- 1.6, the GEM dynamical balane was xamined for its global confi-
gm ation wh re only initial conditions ar of int r st. How ver , in the LAM confi-
guration, the dynamical balance is not only influenced by the initial ondition 
but also through th lat ral boundary conditions imposed at fr qu nt intervals, 
typically 6 h. This is a significant differenc for a regional climate mod 1 whose 
equilibrium defines the clima tology to which it vvill tend. It therefor dep nds on 
th initializing data and the forcing information provided by either reanalyses or 
for cast s from another global clima te madel. In this s ct ion, the CRCM, a LAM 
configuration of the global madel GEM, is used to study th resulting balance 
when a LAM i initializ d and driven by differ nt analy s. Ba ed on the MSC4D, 
ERA-low and ERA-high as initial conditions, threc sets of int .grations werc car-
ri d out using the CRCM and starting v ry 6 h from 1 to 30 January 2009 at 
0000 TC. The lat eral botm ary condi tions arc also extra.cted from th sam ana-
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lyse used in the xpcriment and supplied evcry 6 h. We note that th s boundary 
conditions arc linearly interpolated to each time step through th 6 h window. 
The CRCM balane is m asur d by th RP07 diagnostic av rag d over the 
compl t domain of CRCM. Th s ar pre nt d in Figme 1.10 for th MSC4D 
and ERA-low / high exp riments. In ERA-low, the strong heating associated with 
vertical diffu. ion observed in the global version is also pres nt and is even lar-
g r, r aching 10 K day- 1 (Figure 1.10 (1 )) . An t cooling is dominant above 900 
hPa throughout a larg part of the troposphere due essentially to th abs ne of 
deep conv ction, ven though this process is weak over North Am rica in January. 
These results concur with those of th pr vious experiment , i.e. the mod lis b t-
tcr balanced wh n initializ d and driv n by MSC4D analy . Wh n ERA-high 
is u d, th dynamical balane is much b tt r, which confirms that a consi tency 
in r solution is b neficial as was obs rved in the GEM (Figure 1.10(c)). Campa-
ring Figur 1.10(a, c) indicat s that MSC4D is more compatible with th CRCM 
dynamics than ERA-high which i not surprising given that the CRCM uses th 
same physical param trizations as thos of the GEM mod l used to produce the 
MSC4D analyses. As d scribed pr viously, lono-er runs were al o done with the 
CRCM model. In this cas , the situation i different bccause of the combination 
of initial and botmdary data effects on model equilibrium. Here we need to tr ss 
that only the boundary conditions are used, except at the beginning of the int -
gration where initial conditions are provid d. Th motivation is that this is how a 
r gional climat model (RCM) works, and it is bound d by input from an external 
source, be that analyses or global climate simulations . Since th initial condition 
ff ct on the model will vanish through th int gration, this kind of xp riment 
will help us d tect the v ntual impact of boundary condition on the mod l ba-
lane . Mor ov r, i t is known that in th boundary r gion or the bl nding zone, 
a significant damping is used to prevent contamination of the interior (Davi s, 
1976). As a consequ n , mo t RCM results are xamin d only in the free zon , 
which is th interior domain excluding the bl nding zone. 
In this study, th RP07 diagno. tics ar computed by firstly considering the 
whole domain (including th blending zon ) and, econdly, consid ring only the 
interior 'free' r gion. Th aim is to inv stigate the potential iml alance indue d 
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Figure 1.10 11 mperatur initial tend ney profi l s (K day- 1) obtained from 
CRCM simulations initializ cl and driv n by (a) MSC4D, (b) ERA-low and (c) 
ERA-high analys . Tend nci ar computed for th first 6 h of th integration 
excluding th first tirn st p and av raged over the compl t domain including the 
nesting zon . 
through th bl nding zone and to wha t extent this imbalance is introduced into th 
free interior zone. When tend ncies ar computecl after 15 clays of int grat ion over 
th whole model domain, r sult show irnbalanc s in th three typ s of imulations, 
with larger values ob rv cl in t h cas wh r the model is initializ cl and driven 
with ERA-low reanaly es (Figur 1.11). Th larg imbalances ob erv cl pr viously 
at the low r and upper model levels are also pr s nt h re. When we compare 
th se r ult wi th those obtain cl for the first 6 h (Figur 1.10), the moclel is 1 ss 
balancecl, sp cially when it is initializecl and clriven y MSC4D analyses . This 
inclicates th p rsistent effect of bounclary conditions on th rnoclel equilil rium, 
suggesting that care is n eclecl wh n looking at results over th whol domain. 
In th interior domain, where the blencling ar a is xclucled, we obtain v ry 
different results (Figure 1.12). In its free zone, the model is shown to be les 
influenced by boun ary conditions w d it i much b -tt r balanced. These results 
show that t h rnod l, when consiclcred in its free zon , reach -s its equilibrium more 
rapidly ven in th cas of ERA-low runs (Figme 1.12(b)) . How ver , even in its 
free zone, th rnocl l exhibits some imbalanccs especially at the upp r levels wher 
the advection and radiation proc ss s do not seern to balane ach other. This 
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Figure 1.11 'I1 mp ratme tendency profiles comput cl after 15 days integration 
over th whol CRCM domain including the blending zone, from runs using ini-
tial and boundary condition from (a) MSC4D, (b) ERA-low and (c) ERA-high 
analyses. 
iml alance is not s en in th initial temperature tendencies (Figure 1.10) nor in 
the globalmodel case (Figm e 1.7), refl.ecting cons qu ntly th important ff ct of 
boundary condition and interactions b twe n the forcing lar e- cale data and the 
LAM. Thi re ult also indicates that, ven in the fre zon , th model n ds more 
time to establish its dynamical quilibrimn towards it own climatology. A clo r 
look at th total t nd ney t mporal b haviour i pre ented in Figure 1.13 and 1.14 
where we can clearly se the cliff renee in model balance when the whole domain 
i con id r cl , and when only the free zone is tak n into account. Computations 
over the free zone show an improvement in the model balance during the first 
5 day . Aft rwards, we notice a degradation of thi 1uilibrium over th whole 
atmo ph rie column, where we observe a net cooling in th mid-l v ls and a n t 
warming above 250 hPa. 
As b for , w comput cl th v rtically int grat cl total t nd ney for th 
CRCM mod l ov r th whole domain and over the free zone only, and r sults 
are pr s nted in Figur 1.15. In the case wh r only th fr zon is consid r cl 
(Figure 1.15(b)) , the simulations initializ cl and driven with ERA-low r analyses 
how a rapid cl cr as during th first day of integration. The ERA-high curv is 
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Figure 1.12 As Figme 1.11 , but th tend ney is averaged only ov r th CRCM 
free domain, xcluding the blending zone. 
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Figure 1.13 Temporal volution of th mean total t ndency profiles for the 
CRCM model aft r (a) 1, (b) 5, (c) 10 and (cl) 15 clays. Simulation ar ini-
tialized w1d drivcn with 1SC4D. The dotted line represents tendencies ov r the 
whol mod 1 domain and solid line those computed over th fr e zone. 
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Figure 1.14 As Figm 1.13, but for simulations initializ d and driv n by ERA-
Interim reanalyscs (a)- (d) ERA-low and ( )- (h) ERA-high. 
very clo e to that of MSC4D, howing the advantage of the higher resolution. The 
three curves xhibit a stable equilibrium between th first and the fomth day of 
integration. Afterwards, we note an increase in all curves (balane d gradation), 
confirming what was seen in the net tendency profiles (Figures 1.13 and 1.14) . 
Even though th M C4D shows a good balance initially, Figm 1.15(b) indicates 
that imbalanc s tart to reapp ar after 5 day of integration, indicating that the 
boundary forcing may create such im alances aft r all. 
1.8 Concluding r marks 
In this study, an ass ssment has be n mad of th dynamical quilibrium of a 
madel and its n itivity to initial conditions and to boundary forcing. Fir. t , th 
global GEM madel dynamical balane was looked at when initialized fr om its own 
3D-Var (MSC3D experiment) and 4D-Var (MSC4D) analyses. Th r sults show d 
significant diff renees, particularly with conv ction activity which was o s rved 
to be stronger for 4D-Var analyses in th ITCZ cau ing ome imbalance in th 
madel. This could be attribut d to th absence of conv ction in th implified 
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Figure 1.15 V< rtically int grated ab. olute total tendencies of temperature for 
CRCM mod 1 comput cl (a) ovcr th whole madel domain including th blending 
zone, and (b) ver th mod 1 fre area only. 
phy ics of th 11 C 4D-Var (Gauthi r -t al., 2007). 
When ext rnal analyses produced by an a imilation . y. tem driven by a 
different mod 1 are u cl, . riow:; imbalan occur. Wh n initializ cl with ERA-
Int rim aualy s at low re olution (ERA-low) , th global GEM madel exhibits 
larg imbalau cp cially in the 10\.ver 1 vels cl ue mostly to a v rtical diffusion 
which is too trang and cl p onv tian being virtually absent initially. Corn-
pari on of th two xperim nt. (NI C4D and ERA-low) r vealed that 1 ecause 
ERA-low reanaly s are drier in th 'Il'opic , th r may not b . nough humidity 
to trigger conv ction in the GEM global mod l. Thi can also contribut to im-
balances in the low r tropo ph re. Howev r wh n u ed at th ir full r olution, 
ERA-Interim r analys s (ERA-high) significantly r duce the imbalances campa-
red to tho e secn at coar er resolution. Finally comparison of th re ults of the 
MSC4D and ERA-high exp rim nt inclicat that, in the fir t 24 h, th madel 
b nefits from having its own analy s which yi ld ab tt r initial quilibrium. Ho-
wev r , thi cliff renee totally disapp ar aft r 4 h. This was obviou.ly not th ca 
for the ERA-low exp rim nt for which conv rgcncc to equili rium was not reach cl 
v n aft r 15 days. Furth r 'xp 'rimentation in which th r . olution of MSC4D 
analy. es wer cl grad cl in th horizontal or in th vertical showed that reducing 
the vertical re olution has more impact on th mod 1 balwce than r ducing it in 
th horizontal. 
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The limited-ar a configuration of r gional climate models requires that they 
are dr iv n by impo ed boundary conditions provid -d either by xt rnal global 
reanaly or r sults from a global climate mod l. The sen itivity to boundary 
conditions has been examined by Wu et al. (2005), Laprise et al. (2013), pa-
ravie et al. (2013) and oth rs. The main objectiv of our study was to show if 
diagnosing the physical tendenci s as propos d by RP07 could shed sorne light on 
this s nsitivity. For this, th dynamical balance and th - sensitivity to boundary 
conditions was tudi d for the CRCM LAM which, for the physical process s, is 
very close to that of the global GEM mod l u ed to produce the MSC4D analyses. 
First, the MSC4D experim nt was repeated using these analyses as initial condi-
tions and compar d to th results o tained with th global madel. Th results 
show that th CRCM is in good equilibrium but a little less than that observed 
for the global mo lel. Similar result wer found when ERA-Interim r analyses 
provided the initial and boundary conditions and wer small r when ERA-high 
reanaly s were us d. Thi indicates, for a given mod l, th advantage of using 
initial and forcing data produc d by a data assimilation y tem based on a madel 
as similar as possibl to that madel. 
Initial condition are not a concern for climat simulations but boundary 
conditions ar . The final set of experiments was to empare th s nsitivity to 
boundary conditions only, which is th normal mode of integration of regional di-
mate mod ls. In this case, it was ob rv d that imbalance observed in the blending 
zon wh r th boundary conditions are imposed i similar to what is obs rved in 
th xp rim nts with th initial condition . Howev r , in th so-called fr zone, 
the imbalanc are much lower, as was seen in Figm s 1.13 and 1.14, th latt r 
howing that when ERA-low reanalyses ar used for the boundary conditions, a 
significant imbalance is observed initially but s ems to quickly di appear. How -
ver, a clo er inspection hows that a slight imbalance persists even after 15 day . 
So, for th MSC4D , th balane is initially good but imbalances wer noticed to 
gradually r appear aft r 5 day at which tim this imbalance compares to that 
of th ERA-low and ERA-high analyses. Th madel still xhibits abnormal h a-
ting ov r the whole atmo pheric column for the thr e cas s for which it is found 
that longer run are r quir d to r ach a good quilil riwn. This will be fmther 
investigated in futm work. 
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This work shows that th diagnostic of physical tend nci s can provide very 
useful and detailed information about th model's dynarnical balane . However, it 
remains to b seen if a link can b made betwe n th se diagnostics and stimation 
of internal variability a valuated in regional climat . tudies. In futme work, it 
is int nded to use th same approach to as ess the balane of the madel with 
other analy such a NASA' Mod rn-Era Retro. pective Analysis for Research 
and Applications (MERRA) (Ri n cker t al., 2011) or NCEP's North American 
Regional Reanalysi ( ARR) (Mesinger et al. , 2006) . Finally, the intention is also 
to produce regional analy s with th CRCM to b abl to directly compare the 
madel with r spect to ob. ervations. The tend ney diagnostics will be useful to 
asses th dynamical halanc of th mod 1 when u ing its ow"'l analy s. 
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Abstract 
Climat simulation re ults can b very differ nt wh n the regional climate model 
us cl i driv n by different data. In this paper , the fifth-g n ration Cana ian R -
gional Climatc Mod l (CRCMr.:) respon. e is assessed wh n driven by various boun-
dary conditions . Th latt r are provided by outputs from the s cond-gen ration 
Canadian Earth System Model (CanESM2) and the Max Planck Institute for 
Meteorology's Earth Syst rn Model (MPI-ESM-LR) and also from ERA-Interim 
r analy. is. Physical and dynamical tend ncies are analy ed wh n th r gional 
model i w ll sptm up and is su.fficiently aff ct cl by the lateral forcing data. The 
result inclicat that th model is v ry ensitiv to those imposed lateral condi-
tion . Compared to ob rvations, th CRCM5 exhibits xces. ive h ating in th 
lower l v ls and cooling al ov wh n driv n by the tlu·ee driving data. It is al o 
found that the two glohal mod ls contribut to these anomali s but with different 
effects. 11 mperature tend nci reveal cl a cooling in lower layers wh n CRCM5 
is driven by CanE M2 while a heating is not cl wh n the model is forcecl by MPI-
ESM-LR. Specifie humiclity tendencies also howed differ nt ffects depencling on 
th driving data usccl . 
Keywords : Regional climat mod lling, Lat ral driving data, CRCM5, Proces 
tendenci s 
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2. 1 Introduction 
Climate simulations are performed using increa ingly compl x mod ls. The pa-
rameterized physical processes in addition to th ir int ractions introduc rrors 
in these climat imulations. Other factor uch as model structm , v rtical and 
horizontal resolut ion can contribute to these errors. Climat simulations are mor 
complicated wh n u ing limit d area mod ls. Indeed , regional climate mod ls 
(RCMs) are driven at their lat ral boundary u ing data from Global Climate 
Model (GCMs) outputs or r analyses. Th lateral nest ing introduces additional 
errors due to the coarser resolution in the driving data, the use of different parame-
terizat ion schemes and also imbalanccs induced by t h n sting t chniqu (Warner 
et al. , 1997). In addition, it has b~en shown that diff r nt driving data ourc s 
can introduce different results due to diff r nt error ( eparovic et al. , 2013). In 
climate simulations, errors ar mostly valuat d by comparing mod 1 outputs to 
ob rvat ions and reanalyses (e.g., parovic t al. (2013); H rnand z-Diaz t al. 
(2012); 1artynov et al. (2013)) . Evaluation of the bia , t he root mean squar 
error or anomaly correlat ions are often u ed to quantify models' skills and errors. 
mn rous studi s focused on RCMs errors e pecially those related to initial and 
bom1dary condition ff ct (e.g. Wu et al. (2005); Denis t al. (2003); Diacon scu 
et al. (2007)) . Howev r , the err or sources are till difficult to identify and th re i 
a need for additional or alternativ tools to provide more information about th 
origin of these differences. Several studi s have hown that the physical and dyna-
mical t nd nci s of the model on temperatm or humidity can provide valuable 
details on the model error wh n it is integ:rated in differ nt configm ations. Rodwell 
and Palmer (2007) show d that , starting from an analysis that defines th initial 
condi tions, t he initial imbalances detected through th physical and dynamical 
tendencies can reveal incon i tencies in the physical parameterizat ion associated 
with processes acting on fast tim scal s such as convec tion, radiation, or gravity 
wav drag. In num rical w ather prediction ( WP), this is a rn thod oft n us d 
to as e the impac t of chang s brought to the physical param t rizations. An 
xampl i pr s nted in Rodw 11 and Jung (2008) to valuat a chang in th im-
pact of th tr atm nt of aerosols in th ECMWF NWP model. In these studi th 
mod 1 used is the same as th on mploy d in the data assimilation sy tem that 
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produced th analys s. Given that an analysis is a blend betw n ob rvations 
an a short-term for cast model u ed as the background, Chikhar and Gauthier 
(2014) studied the impact on a giv n moclel of u ing different analyses. Th ir re-
sults indicate that cliffer nee b tw n this model and the on usecl t o produce th 
analy i can induce imbalances that are oft n very significant . Fur thermore, the 
imbalanc s p rsist for som tim but global mod ls ev ntually reach an equili-
brium r pr s ntativ of th ir own climate. R gional climate mod ls on th other 
hand are constantly driven through lateral ounclary conditions cl fin cl by cither 
global reanaly s or climat simulat ion from a global climate model. Chikhar and 
Gauthier (2014) looked at t h imbalances of the lat st v rsion of the Canadian 
R gional Climate Model (CRC f5 hereaft r , Zadra t al. (2008)) when init iali-
zed and driven by global analyses procluced by th global v rsion of the mocl 1 
(Gauthier et al. 2007 ) or wh n initializ cl and driven by ERA-Interim reanalyses 
at low and high resolut ion. It was shown that using high resolution ERA-Int rim 
reanaly es as initial and boundary conditions yi lds to a fairly good balance that 
compare. well with that obtained from the global analyses. The object of this 
pap r is to xa.mine the phy ical and dynamical tend nci s for a regional climate 
. imula tion aft r a long enough period of time for it to r ach. its own climatological 
equilibrium. The process tend ncies are valuated for the CRCM- to inv tigat 
rrors in this RCM simulations when driven by different data. Th aim i to pro-
vide details on th mod 1 rrors esp cially those relat cl to th driving data and 
implicitly, the ne. ting t chniqu . Thr types of dat a are employ cl to drive th 
CRCM5 model : outputs from two Coupl cl Global Climate Model (CGCMs), 
th second-generation Canadian Earth Syst rn Mod l (CanESM2) and the Mau'< 
P lanck Institute for Meteorology's Earth System Model (MPI-ESM-LR) and also 
full r solution ERA-Interim reanalyse. as tho e u ed in Chikhar and Gauthier 
( 2014). The la tt r will be consider cl in this study as a ref renee for the boundary 
conditions. The document is organized as follows. In Sect . 2 , th methodology is 
introduced altogether with a description of the CRCM5 model and th cl ~ign of 
th xperiments. Th result ol tain cl are presented and analysecl in S cts. 3- 5. 
Concluding remarks are finally pre nted in S ct. 6. 
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2.2 Model and experiments description 
2.2 .1 M thodology 
In this study, dynamical and physical t ndencies are used to analyse th 
CRCM5 behaviour when driven by diff r nt data. The aim i to examin in more 
detail the dynamical and physical proc sses depicted by th model during its 
integration and to d t ct how th y may be affect d by th driving data at the 
lower and lateral boundari s. 
We used thr e data sources to driv the CRCM5 mod 1 : outputs from two 
CGCMs (CanESM2 and MPI-ESM-LR) and ERA-Interim r analysis. Th fir t 
CGC f i CanESM2, th second generation Canadian Earth Syst m Model. It 
a tmosph rie compon nt has a T63 sp ctral horizontal resolution with a lin ar 
transform grid of 2.8°, 35 1 vel in the v rtical with a top at 1 hPa (Arora et 
al. , 2011) . The second CGCM i th Max-Planck-Institut Earth Sy tem Model 
(MPI-ESM-LR) having an atmospheric compon nt (ECHAM6) operating at T63 
with a quadratic transfonn grid of around 1.89° and 47 vertical lev ls with a top 
at 0.01 hPa (Stevens et al., 2013 ; Giorgetta et al., 2013). ERA-Interim reanalys s 
us d in this study are at full resolution, namely at 0.75° horizontal resolution and 
60 level in the vertical with a top at 0.1 hP a (D et al., 2011). 
Th obj ctiv is to identify the impact of th botmdary data on th mo-
d l p rformance, by xamining th proces tendenci s obtained from different 
simulations in which th mod 1 is driven by diff rent data. Th full resolution 
ERA-I:nt rim r analy can be considered as ar liable repre ntation of the at-
mosph r through the fit to all available observations. In addition, as point d out 
by Chikhar and Gau thier (2014), in its first f w days integration, the CRCM5 
show fairly good dynarnical balane wh n initialized and driven by full resolu-
tion ERA-Interim r analys s. Th latt r will then provide om ref ren e boundary 
conditions and the resulting simulation will be compared to the r ults obtained 
from simulations where driving data are specified from output from two CGCM . 
As pointed out by Lapris t al. (2013) and S parovic t al. (2013), a comparison of 
th dynamical and physical proces tendenci s obtained from a r analy is-driv n 
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imulation to 'ob erved' t ndenci s can sh d som light on th 'struct m al bias' 
(SB) of th r gional climate model, i.e, deficiencies in the model itself. On the 
oth r hand, th comparison between 'observed' tendencies and thos obtained 
from a CGCM-driven simulation will provide details on the 'total bias' (TB ) in-
cluding 'structural bias' and a bias indue d by the boundary conditions (BC). W 
can express this bias relation as 
TB=SB+BC (2.1) 
Cons qu ntly, th bia indue d by boundary conditions can be identifi d by 
subtracting the structural bias from the total bias 
BC = TB-SB (2 .2) 
The total bias from CanESM2 and MPI-ESM-LR driven simulations will be 
r fened to as CRCM-Can-TB and CRCM- PI-TB resp ctively. Similarly, biases 
due to the driving ata are r spectiv ly denoted as CRCM-Can-BC and CRCM-
MPI-BC. The 'ob rv d' total t ndenci ar extracted from ERA-Interim r ana-
ly es as these data provide a thr e dimensionalr pr s ntation of the meteorological 
variables and thus can b u ed to compar to mod 1 outputs. The CRCM5 struc-
tmal bias will be denot d as RC II- B and correspond , as explained previously 
to th total bias when the model is driven by ERA-Int rim r analyses. In thi 
study, the mphasis will be the examination of biases on dynamics and physics 
tend ncie comput d for two variables, nam ly t mperatm e and specifie humidity. 
Thes t nd nci are computed by taking into account all individual proc sses that 
combin to update the variable at each time step, the total t nd ney b ing their 
sum, i.e. 
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k 
· total "' · p Ti = L..t Ti (2 .3) 
p=l 
where 1'/otal is the total tendency, and 1'/, p = 1, ... , k, rcprcscnt the indivi-
dual t nd ney of th p-th proce . In the case of temperatur , proccsses con idered 
ar dynamics (i .. , horizoutal and vertical advection along with horizontal diffu-
ion), shallow and deep convection, solar and long wave radiation, large scale 
condensation and v rtical diffusion. For sp cific humidity, th . am proc s s ar 
con idered exc pt radiation. 
The regional climat mod l used (CRCM5) and the diff r nt simulat ion 
performed ar d scrib d in th n xt two subs etions. 
2.2.2 CRCM5 description 
The r gional climat mod 1 us d here is the fifth-generatiou Canadian Regional 
Climate Model (CRCM5) (Zadra et al., 200 ). It is based on alimited-area confi-
guration of the Global Environment Multi cale mod 1 (GEM) d v loped at the 
M teorological Servie of Canada (Côté et al., 199 ). The CRCM5 operates on 
a rotated latitude longitud Arakawa C grid (AraJ<a.wa and La.n1b, 1977) and in-
elude a terrain-following v rtical coordinate (Laprise, 1992). To supply CRCM5 
with boundary data, a one way nesting technique is u d (Davies, 1976; Robert 
and Yakimiw, 19 6) . It consists of a 10 grid points ext rnal halo zone for the 
s mi-Lagrangian interpolation follow d by a 10 grid points sponge zon wh re 
th prognostic varial 1 s are gradually r lax d to the driving data. Th CRCM5 
configuration consid r d h re us s th following param terization schemes : Kain-
Fritsch for deep conve tion (Kain and Fritsch, 1990, 1993), Kuo Tran ient for 
shallow convection (K uo , 197 4), correlated-K for solar and t rrestrial radiation 
(Li and Barker, 2005), Sundqvi t for large cal cond n ation (Sundqvist, 1978), 
Mailhot and Benoit for vertical diffusion (Mailhot and B noit , 1982) and CLASS 
for surface proce s s (Y, r ghy, 2000, 2008). A mor d tailed CRCM5 d scription 
,--------------------- -
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F igure 2 .1 CRCM5 domain. The inner light dotted line delimits the model fr e 
zon 
can be found in Martynov t al. (2013) and Hern:and z-Diaz t al. (2012). 
2.2 .3 Configuration of xp nm nts 
The CRCM5 domain covers North America (Fig. 2.1) which is similar to that 
used in the COordinatecl Regional Climate Downscaling EXp riment (CORDEX) 
simulations (Separovic et al. , 2013). The horizontal resolution is around 20 km 
(0.22° x 0.22° ) with a time step of 10 min. In the vertical, the model uses 56 lev ls 
with a top at 10 hPa. 
As m ntioned befor , tluee CRCM5 simulations were performed, each u ing 
cliff rent data as bm.mdary conditions. To b able to recomput the proce s ten-
dcncies for all th physical and dynamical processes, ach of th e imulations 
were restartecl over a p riod of 14 months and begim1ing on 1 t January 2008 at 
OOGMT. The restart conditions orne from a su.fficiently long periocl climat simu-
lation using CRCM5 with the same configuration when driven by ERA-Int rim 
reanaly es. In this way, we can ensure that CRCM5 is already w ll balane cl with 
its own climatology while driven by the reference boundary data. In our simula-
tions, th boundary condition ar updated every 6 h and interpolated iu time 
to very tim st p within th 6-h interval. Th physical and dynamical t nden-
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ci s ar xamin d for the boreal winter DJF 200 - 2009 eason. This procedure is 
meant to ensure that the model is completely spun up and th boundary condi-
tions effect is consid r d significant . Throughout th DJF ason th t mp ratur 
and specifie humidity m an proces tendencies axe computed v ry consecutive 6 
h from l st D cember at 06G !fT to l st 1arch at OOGMT. The temporal mean 
process tend nci s ar then obtained for ach proc ss along with it evolution 
throughout th DJF eason. In ord r to b xamined as profiles over the whole 
atmo pheric column, the tendencie hav been vertically int rpolat d from model 
levels to pressm 1 vels and th n patially av rag d over the model fre domain, 
i .. th bl nding zone is excluded in computations. Spatial averages are obtained 
by weighting every grid point by its horizontal area of influ nec and masking all 
sub-smface grid point . Th simulations will b d not d CRCM-Can, CRCM-MPI 
and CRCM-ERA when CRCM5 is driven by data from Can-ESM2, MPI-ES 1-LR 
and ERA-Int rim r analysis r spectively. 
2.3 Impact of the boundary conditions on the temperature ten-
dency 
Our analysi will foc us first on total tend ncies to g t an ov rvi w of th dynamical 
balance of the model. Th n, examining individual process t ndencies will provid 
more details about th impact of the differ nt boundary condition. when driven 
by CanESM2, MPI-ESM-LR and ERA-Interim r analy i . . 
2.3.1 Total tend ney 
Over a season, on would expect a cooling tr nd as the model goes from the 
beginning of D c mb r to March and averaging the temperatur tendencie over 
that p riod hould refiect this for th thr RCM imulations forced from different 
boundary conditions. Mean total tend ncies wer comput d as explain d in th 
pr vious section and the profil s from ea.ch imulation arc pr sented in Fig. 2.2. 
Figure 2.2a- d show resp ctiv ly th mean of 6-h total tend nci s for th s thr e 
imulations togeth r with th observ d temp ratur t nd ney comput d from th 
ERA-interim r analys s averag d ov r th sam domain and period. Th tend ney 
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Figure 2.2 Total temperature t ndency profil s in K/ day comput d for each si-
mulation. Total DJF t ndencies for CRCM-Can, CRCM-MPI and CRCM-ERA 
are giv n in (a), (b) and (c) r sp ctively. The obs rv d (from r analyses) ten-
dency is shown in (d) . Total t ndency biases CRCM-Can-TB and CRCM-MPI-TB 
are pres nted in ( ) and (f) r p ctiv ly wh r as g indicat the structmal bias 
CRCM-SB . Finally, the lateral cffect biases CRCM-Can-BC and CRCM-MPI-BC 
are show·n in h aud i r spec tiv ly. Vertical coordinate is linear in pr ssure 
profiles indicat a rnod 1 heating in levels below 800 hPa for CRCM-Can, CRCM-
MPI and CRCM-ERA whil a cooling for the thr e simulations occms over a 
large part of the colurnn with a different behaviour al ov rv 200 hPa in ach 
profile. On the oth r hand, the observed tendency (Fig. 2.2d) indicates a cooling 
over the major part of th atmosphere from urface to rv 200 hPa wher as a 
warrning pr vail abovc that 1 vel. The cornparison between profiles highlights 
sorne differcnc s that are more con ist nt in low r an upper layer . 
To highlight t h diff r nees b tween t he t ill: simulations, th observed teu-
dency has b n sul>tract d from the total t nd nci s for each of the three irnu-
lations to obtain th total bias in the t nd -ney. Thus, as e:xplain d previously, 
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CRCM-Can-TB and CRCM-MPI-TB are computed by ubtractincr the ob rv d 
tendency from the total tendency from CRCM-Can and CRCM-MPI respectively. 
This is present d in Fig. 2.2e, f which show a positive total bias over the lower 
par t of the column (below rv 500 hPa) 1 ading to an excessive model heating in 
th s layers. In contrast, an abnormal cooling is observed between 500 and rv 100 
hPa, specially for CRCM-Can-TB and CRCM-MPI-TB vvith a peak at arotmd 
250 hPa. 
Considering th ERA-interim reanaly s as the best r pre entation of the 
. tate of the atmosphere, the mean tendency total bias observed in the CRCM-
ERA xperim nt (Fig. 2.2g) can be attribut d to model defici ncies and ther for 
corr spond to a structural bias (CRCM-SB). It hows a slightly different result 
with lower bias expressed in less wanning in lower layers and also les. cooling in 
the upper on s. Th lateral botmdary eff ct is measured as the differ nee b tw en 
th total bias obtained by CRCM-Can or CRCM-MPI and that obtained from 
CRCM-ERA, i.e. the structural bias CRCM-SB. The resulting biases CRCM-
Can-BC and CRCM-MPI-B C ar shown in Fig. 2.2 h, ir spectively. They cle~u.-ly 
how that the driving effect is diff rent for the two CGCMs. In the case of CRCM-
Can, a n gative bias (abnormal cooling) in surface lay rs is present whereas a light 
posi tive bias (heating) is observed for the CRCM-MPI exp riment. Mor over, a 
heating is shown in the mid layers (850- 500 hPa) for both cas s but is more 
pronotmc d for CRCM-MPI. Abov 500 hPa, the two profil s ru· imilru· with an 
xc siv cooling peak at rv 200 hPa. 
Finally, th driving data temp ratur total tendencies comput d for th DJF 
s ason and ov r the CRCM domain ru· presented in Fig. 2.3. This figure reveals 
differences in th driving CGCMs data t nd ncies when compared to those from 
reanalyses (thin dotted line). In mid and lower atmosph r (b low rv 400 hPa), 
it is shown that the cooling from both CGCMs is smaller than that observed in 
the reanalysis. From this l v l up to rv 100 hPa, w notice a different behaviour 
with more cooling for the two CGCMs. Thes differences could be ess ntially 
attributed to different physical pru·am trization schem s us d in ach mod 1 but 
also to diff r nees in vertical and horizontal r solution. 
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Figure 2.3 DJF t mperatur total t nd ney in K/ day computed ov r th CRCM 
domain for CanESM2 (solid line) cwd 1PI-ESM (thick dotted line). ERA-Interim 
temperature total t ndency is plotted in thin dotted lin 
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F igure 2.4 Individual process temp ratur tendencies in K/ day comput d for 
ach. simulation, CRCM-Can (a), CRCM-MPI (b) and CRCM-ERA (c) . Lateral 
botmdary eff -et bias s CRCM-Can-BC and CRCM-MPI-B ar shown in (d) 
and ( ) r spectively. DiHerence betw n CRCM-Can-BC and CRCM-MPI-BC is 
depicted in ( f) . Colored li nes represent radiation (green), vertical diffusion( brown), 
convection ( r·ed), larg scale condensation (magenta) and dynamics (b lue). Th 
thick black line is the net tendency, i . . the sum of all proc ss t nd nci s. ote 
the change in x-axis scale in ( d- f) 
2.3.2 Contribut ions from the individual physical processes 
T he tendencies obtained from th various simulat ions are further examined by loo-
king at individual t nd nci s from each physical and dynamical proce s. Profiles 
obtained from th thre experiments ar presented in Fig. 2.4 wh r th diff r nt 
colors represent dynamics (blue) , the total of shallow and deep convection (red), 
the sum of solar and long wave radiation (gr en), large scale condensation (ma-
genta) and v rtical diHusion (brown). The thick black line is the net tendency 
obtain d by summing ali proces t nd ncies. 
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Th proc ss t nd ncies (F ig. 2.4a- c) r v al that convection activity is stron-
ger in CRCM-Can and CRCM- 1PI than that in th CRCM-ERA simulation. This 
sugg sts that mor favomabl condition. ar abl to trigg r convection more ea-
ily in CRCM- an and CRCM-MPI. Figm 2.4a- c also shows a mor active large 
scale cond nsation aud. 1 ss dynan1ical heating. ear the surfac , CRCM-MPI 
show that heating du to vertical diffusion outweighs th cooling du to dyna-
mics, radiation and also evaporation from large cale conden ation and conv ction 
sch rn s. Th r sulting effect is a w ak warming near the surface. In the CRCM-
Can simulation, a imilar weak warming occurs but with less magnitude becaus 
of th lower heating associated wi th vertical diffusion. Th cooling p ak at rv 200 
hPa is mainly du to 1 ss heating from dynamic . CRCM-Can-BC and CRCM-
MPI-BC profiles ar shown in Fig. 2.4d, e where a strong r convection activity 
is s n particularly in the case of CRCM-MPI. In the mid-troposphere, th po i-
tive bias s from convection and large scale condensation exceed the negativ one 
associated with lynamics leading to a net positive bias. In the lowest levels, in 
th cas of CRCM-MPI-BC (Fig. 2.4e), po. itive bias from vertical diffusion and 
radiation ex eds the negativ on obs rv d from dynamic , convection aud large 
scale conden ation r sulting in a n t po itive hias. Th oppo it i noted in the 
CRCM-Can-BC case leading to a positive bia . 
The diff rene b tween CRCM-Can-B C and CRCM- 1PI-BC (Fig. 2.4f) in-
dicate a cl arly strong r convection activity in the CRCM-MPI exp riment be-
cause it off rs better conditions for its trigg ring. Mor ov r, dyuamics is respon-
sible for a lar·ger n t cooling in the upp r lev 1 as shown in Fig. 2.4d, e where a 
cl ar· negative bias is observ d. This tends to d tabiliz th atmosphere leading to 
more favourabl conditions for conv ction. Figure 2.5 shows th tim s ri s of the 
contribution of convection to t mperature tendency. It shows that ther is stron-
g r convection activity for CRCM-Can and CRCM-MPI (Fig. 2. 5a, b) compar· d 
to that observ d in CRC !1-ERA (Fig. 2.5c) confirming what we obs rv d in th 
process profiles (Fig. 2.4). This convection activity is ev n lar·ger in CRCM-MPI 
compar d to CRCM-Can (Fig. 2.5d) par-ticularly during t h fir t half of the s a-
on. The impact of the driving cl.ata on convection car1 b more eff ctiv through 
the lower boundary conditions, i.e the sea surface temperature ( T ). Figure 2.6 
. hows the mean DJF SST computed for the two CGCM over th CRCM domain 
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F igure 2.5 'Ii mp ratur t ndency due to convection in K/ day omputed at l v l 
500 hPa for CR f- an (a), CRCM-MPI ( ) and RCM-ERA (c) . Differ nee 
between CRCM-MPI and CRCM-Can is cl pictecl in (cl) 
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indicating warmer wat r in the case of MPI-ESM mod l particularly in southern 
r gion which i more favomable to initiate and strengthen convection. Thi is 
consi t nt with what was observ d in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 . 
The biases in the tendencies at 200 hPa (Fig. 2. 7) indicat that there is 
cooling ov r the w st rn and the north rn parts of the domain in th case of 
CRCM-Can and CRCM-MPI. This can be attribut d to a cold temperatur ad-
vection through th northern boundary toward th insid of the model's domain. 
This strong cooling is not seen in the case of CRCM-ERA and this can b at-
tributed to different air mass temperature for th thr cases. Ind ed, Fig. 2.8 
shows the 200 hPa m an temperatme and geopotential height for th thr e sets 
of driving data (CanESM2, MPI-ESM-LR and ERA-Interim). Th shad d colors 
r pr s nt temperature wher as th contours are for geopotential height . The two 
CGC fs ar clearly cold r than ERA-int rim especially MPI-ESM with abnor-
mally low temperatur ov r th northern polar region. Th stronger gcopot ntial 
h ight gradient indicates stronger wind sp eds for the two GCMs that nhance 
the cold air adv ction into the CRCM int rior domain. This as umption is confir-
med by th lat ral bias due to dynamics shown in Fig. 2.9 where a cold bias is 
ob erved in th western part of the model domain. This cooling is more int ns 
in th CRCM-MPI cas and aL o extends to the nor thern r gion. Difference. ar 
a.lso not d between th se two simulations ov r the south-west part of th domain. 
To summa.riz , the results indicate tha.t convection is pa.rticularly sensi tive 
to the bounda.ry conditions. This is likely to ha.v an impact on humidity a. w ll 
and thi is look d a.t in the n xt section. 
2.4 Specifie humidity 
As was done for t mp ra.tur th . pecific humidity total t nd nci s are avcr a.g d 
over the DJF period for a.ch simulation and compa.r d with th 'ob erved' one 
obta.ined from ERA-Interim. Total tenclencies, total bias s and lat ral bounclary 
effect bia e are shown in Fig. 2.10. Th ob ervecl tenclency (Fig. 2.10cl) inclicates a. 
clrying in the atmosph r (up to"' 400 hPa) throughout the DJF ea.son as are th 
t nd ncics from the simulations but not a.t the surface (Fig. 2.10a.- c) . How ver, 
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F igure 2.6 Diff r n in m an DJF ea mface temperatm (in °K) between 
that of th MPI-E M and that of the CanESM2 averaged over the domain of the 
CRCM 
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Figure 2. 7 Temp rature t nd ncies biases in K/ day computed at 200 hP a for 
CRCM-Can (a), CRCM-MPI (b) and CRCM-ERA (c). Lateral boundary effect 
bias s CRCM-Can-BC and CRCM-MPI-BC ar hown in d ande respectively 
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Figure 2.8 DJF rn an t mperatur (0 C) and g opotential h ight (gpm) at 200 
hPa computed for CanE M (a), MPI-E M-LR (b) and ERA-Int (c). Temperatme 
is in haded color- while contours r present geopot ntial height. The latter , plotted 
every hundred meter , i presented as indicative of the mean general circulation 
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Figure 2.9 'D mp ratur t nd nci s lateral biases in K/ day computed for dyna-
mics process at 200 hPa for CRCM-Can (a) and CRCM-MPI (b) 
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Figure 2.10 Same as Fig. 2.2 but for sp -cific humidity 
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0.03 
the total ias 1 ro.files (Fig. 2.10e, f) r v al cliff r ne s compar d to observations. 
In fact, a cl ar abnormal moistening in low r layers (up to rv 700 hPa) is ob rv d 
in both CRCM-Can and CRCM-MPI. Thi excessive moi tening is strong r in 
th .first surfac lay r (b twe n 1000 an 975 hPa). An abnormal drying (n gative 
bias) is present at levels above 700 hPa particularly in th CRCM-MPI cas . Th 
structural bia: profile (Fig. 2.10g) exhibits a large moistening in mface lay r and 
low levels and a net drying abov rv 650 hPa. Th diff r ne s b tw en CRCM-
Can-BC and CRCM- PI-BC bia;es ar attributed to th different boundary data 
(Fig. 2. 10h, i) : th y indicate a moist ning impact near the smfacc up to "' 900 
hPa and a dryiug above with higher values ob erved in the CRCM-MPI simu-
lation. How ver , th smfac moi tening is not as large as that observed in total 
bias . This sugg"sts that thi int nse positive bias is mainly structural and can b 
attributed to the regional mod l itself through its parameterization schemes. This 
could be an excessive moi tme transport from th surfac by vertical diffusion or 
high r vaporation from large cal cond n ation. 
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The total tendency is made of diff rent contributions as ociated with the in-
dividual processes. Figure 2.11 shows the process t ndencies and bia es ciated 
with the net t nd ney profil s (Fig. 2.10). The lat ral boundary effect biases (Fig. 
2.lld, e) provi le int resting information. Ind d, one can notic a high r verti-
cal diffusion (brown lin ) in th CGCM-driven simulations with a trong r peak 
observed a t rv 50 hPa in CRCM-MPI cas (Fig. 2.11e) . This m ans that more 
humidity is brought from the surface to the levels leading to a strong r shallow 
convection activity in the boundary layer (red line) . In addition, mor moi t -
ning is obs rv d abov 850 hPa in th CGCM-driven simulations du to dynamics 
(blue line) . Thi indicates tha t more humidity is penetratino- into th domain of 
th model through the lateral bOtmdaries but also from the surface. This hun1idity 
inj ction leads to an excessive larg cale cond nsation. Humidity from the urface 
is carried higher up th.rough the vertical diffu ion and then contributes g:reatly to 
intensify the d p convection as obs rv d in mid-1 v ls in lat ral bias profi les of 
the CRCM- fPI imulation (Fig. 2.11 ). Comparing the two CGCM-driv n imu-
lations, th CRCM- fPI hows mor v rtical diffu ion resulting in mor conv ction 
and large scale cond nsation especially below 700 hPa. 
2.5 T ndencies climatology 
An important asp ct of this study is that th analysi examines only on winter 
ea onard the tendencies w r averaged over the whole period and ov r th whole 
region ( orth America) . Given the larg ext nt of the domain, the ynoptic scale 
variability average out o that one can xpect a net tendency that r fi cts the 
seasonal change in t mperature and humidity. To confirm that thes results ar 
r pr sentative of what could be expected in other seasons, the ERA-Interim DJF 
tendency climatology has been evaluated over a period of 30 years (1979- 2009). 
This climatology along with its variability is present d in Fig. 12. The natural 
variability expressed by the standard d viation (shad d ar·ea in Fig. 2.12) is re-
latively weak for t mp ratur t nd ney (Fig. 2.12a) . It is howev r laJ:g r al ove 
rv 200 hPa. A xp cted, th specifie humidity tendency shows more variability 
(Fig. 2.12b). 
Wh n compar d to this natural variability, the total tend ney bias s corn-
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Figure 2.11 Sam a Fig.2.4 ut for p cific humidity tendencics in g/ Kg/ day. 
Color coding is the same as in Fig. 2.4 
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Figure 2.12 ERA-Interim DJF tendency climatology for temp ra tur - in K/ day 
(a) and p cific humidity in gj kgj day (b). Horizontal segments d note 95% confi-
denc intervals. Shaded area r pr sents the t ndency standard deviation around 
the mean 
put d for temp rature and specifie humidity xhibit la.rger values. This suggest 
that these bias s can be attributed to deficiencie in the mod 1 simulations. Fur-
thermore, the structural bias s ar found to be predomin;mt relative to tho e 
a ttributed to boundary conditions. One could then argue that a CRCM simula-
tion would lead to similar structmal bias in any other analogous DJF ason. Th 
lateral botmdary l ias are al o la.rger than natmal variability demonstrating the 
notable driving data impact . How v r, it is important to r memb r that there 
could b notic able diff renees from one winter to another , as was seen in Fig. 2.8 
showing evid nt diff renees in t emp ra tm for th thr e xperim nt . However , 
these diff renees would not s n i ly impact the re ult present d h r for th total 
tendencies averaged over th domain. 
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2.6 Concluding remarks 
The impact of prescrib d boundary conditions on a regional climat model, i. e. 
th CRCM5, ha been studied using three different data sourc s to drive the 
mod l, namely, output from two GCMs (CanESM2 and MPI-ESM) and ERA-
Interim r analysis consider d h re as th r f renee. Following Rodwell and Palm r 
(2007), total and individual process tendenci s av rag d in time and space were 
comput d for th thr e sïmulations. The tendencies analysed are computed for 
the DJF s ason after a 14 months int gration starting from the initial condition 
provided by the tate of a 30-year climate simulation of th CRCM5 wh n driven 
by ERA-reanaly s. In this way, the model can be consider d well spun up and 
the botmdary data ffect ignificant. The trend for temperature comput d from 
th r analysis is r moved from that obtained for the CanESM2 and fPI-ESM to 
obtain the total bias. The bias due to lat ral boundary conditions i th n obtained 
by subtracting the CGCM-driven simulation tendencies from thos obtained by 
th ERA-interim driven one. 
We examined tend ncies for two prognostic variables, temp ratur and peci-
fic humidity. Results show d cliff r nt CRCM5 behaviour through th DJF eason 
in v ry simulation. Whil the obs rv dt mperatm e tendency indicat a cooling 
in almo t th whol column, CRCM5 xhibits a vvarming in low r lay rs and a 
strong r cooling a ove. Th structmal bias rev al that the abnormal warming 
s en in lower layers i mainly due to deficiencies in the regional mod l it lf. e-
v rth l ss, the two CGCMs ar found to affect cliff r ntly the CRCM5 p cially in 
low st lay rs where MPI-ESM t nds to warm th model while CanESM2 induces 
a cooling. In higher layers above 500 hPa, the two CGCM t nd to cool CRCM5 
with a p ak around 200 hPa. Wh n looking at sp cific humidity, result showed 
an xc ssiv moistening in th low r lay rs for all simulation with a p ak near 
the surface. At higher levels, a small drying is ob rved for th three simulations. 
Individual process tendencies revealed additional d tails explaining th pr -
vious findings. For xample, we noted a stronger convectiv activity in CRCM-Can 
and CRCM-MPI a.s hown in temperatme and specifie humidity t nden ies for this 
process. This is explain d by favourabl· conditions to trigger conv ction, having 
---- ------------------------
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more humidity available in the low r levels. It wa also hown that , compared to 
CanESM2 1PI-ES 1 driving l ads to mor onvection due warm r marine ur-
fac s and mor water vapour available in low levels supplied via v rtical diffusion. 
The col bia peak arotmd 200 hPa is clearer wh n lookin at dynamics proc ss 
tendencies and can be attributed , at l ast partially, to colder CGCM conditions 
for that DJF season. In surface layers, MPI-ESM is shown to h at th CR.CM5 
due to a strong vertical diffusion essentially. Thi is not the case in CRCM-Can 
leading to a mod l cooling wh n driv n by CanESM2 data. 
This study has shown that th CRCM5 i s n itiv to th impo. d driving 
data provid d by CGCMs simulation . onsequ ntly, climate predictions from 
regional climat - models can be very different d p nding on th supplied driving 
data. We hav to mention that only on DJF s ason has been -xamin -d in this 
work and xt nding th results for DJF for a 30 yeaJ:s simulations is requir d to 
produc reliabl conclusions on the r sults uch as those presented in Fig .. 2.7 
and 2.9. Neverthcless, this study showed that the process t ndenci s can bring 
diff r nt additional and useful information regarding the RCM en itivity to 
driving data. 
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CHAPTER III 
ASSESSMENT OF REGIO AL CLIMATE MODELS THROUGH 
DATA ASSI ILATIO 
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the Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society. This manu cript is 
entirely based on my work, with the co-author involved in results analysis and 
int rpretation and also text revision. 
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Abstract 
Regional and global climat model are usually valida ted by comparison to derived 
ob ervations or reanalyses . The purpose of this paper is to build and evaluate a re-
gional data assimilation ystem based on the fifth-gen ration Canadian Regional 
Climate Model ( CRCM5) over orth America. This system use the operatio-
nal varia tional data assimilation ystem of the Meteorological Service of Canada 
(MSC) and a similates the same set s of observations. The motivation of this work 
is to validat th CR.CM5 using the information mad available by data assimila-
tion and also through the initial tendency diagno tics propo d by Rodw 11 and 
Palmer (2007) . This fully cycl d r gional as imilation system based on a limit d-
area model produced analyses over the months of January and July 2011. Th 
results show t hat the main features of the analyses compare well with either glo-
bal or r gional anal y, es. Howev r , the mean anal y is incr ment could b associat d 
with probl ms with the lat eral coupling with th driving da ta provided by global 
analy e . This i. detrimental to the forecasts part icula.rly in th Northern part of 
the domain during the winter period. The initial tendcncies indicate that this is 
ind ed du to adv ctiou n ar th North rn boundary. Th s r sult · are neverthe-
less v ry ncouraging as th limit d-ar a mod l had n v r b en fully cycl d b fore. 
This op ns up the possibility of doing analys s with this r gional climate model 
for th b n fi t of in-d pth diagno tics of sev ral asp ct of t h mod l associated 
with fas t-acting physical proc ss . 
K ywords : regional climate model, regional data assimilation, data monitoring. 
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3.1 Introduction 
When used in data assimilation, a model is constantly compar d to o s rvations. 
Bas d on statistical stimation principles, a short-t rm mod 1 for cast from th 
pr vions analysis, is drawn towards the observations through the assimilation pro-
cess that builds a correction to the backgTotmd state, the analysi increm nt , which 
should in principl b unbiased. Therefore, a systematic correction is indicativ 
of a 1 ias associated with error in ither the obs rvations or the background stat 
its lf. On the other hand, Rodwell and Palm r (2007) (RP2007 , hereafter ) pointed 
out that a bias in the analysis incr ment corresponds to an opposite sy tematic 
physi al tendency observ d in the first instants of th 6-h forecast. A diagnostic ba-
s d on t nd nci s th r fore provides useful information to diagno e the fast-acting 
proces es of the madel. It is xpected that the total t nd ney should average to 
z ro as would the analysis increment. Thi sugg sts that data assimilation could 
b valuable even for climate models as a diagnostic approach to t st, for example, 
diff rent configuration to pr v nt th rn rgence of purious interna! variability 
a ocia ted with tmbalanced physics in the madel. This has b en the und rlying 
motivation of th work presented in this paper and two pr vions pap -rs ( Chikhar 
and Gauthi r, 2014, 2015) . 
In Chikhar and Gauthier (2014), th Global Environm ntal Multiscal (G M) 
model and the Canadian regional climat madel (CRCM5) w r valuated by ana-
lysing their initial dynamical balance based on the initial t nd ney diagnostic of 
RP2007. It is important torn ntion that the CRCM5 is very clos to th GEM 
limited-area model (GEM-LAM) used for regional for cast and analy s at th 
Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC). As explain d in hikhar and Gauthi r 
(2014), this approach consisted in analyzing th rn an tendency over a long en-
ough period for a prognostic variable by consid ring all the dynamical and phy ical 
proces s involved in updating this variable during the madel integTation. This 
study u d xi ting analyses, nam ly analys s from MSC (Gauthier t al. , 2007; 
Laroche et al., 2007) and those of ERA-int rim (Dee et al., 2011), with the objec-
tiv of studying the sensitivity to the initial and boundary condition mod 1 used 
to initialize the two mod l . B ar in mind that th 1SC global analys s ar driv n 
by a for cast mod l v ry similar to the mod 1 b ing as ss d. They show d that 
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using diff r nt analy sas initial conditions ha.c; a significant impact on th iuitial 
tendencies. On th oth r hand, Chikhar and Gauthi r (2015) show d that the 
physical and dynamical tend nci s could d t ct a s nsitivity of a r gional climate 
rnodel to changes in the lateral boundary conditions. This work was motivated by 
the fact that contrary to global climate simulations, regional climate models ar 
con tantly driven at th ir boundaries by analyses produced by diff r nt mod ls 
with quite differ nt physical parameterizations and spatial resolutions (v rtical 
and horizontal) . 
Th s studies and others ( .g., Rodw 11 and Jtmg (200 )) r v al d th u e-
fulness of th tendcnci s diagnostics in mod 1 developm nt and valuation. This 
uggest d to use the CRCM5 within a data assimilation system as is routinely 
done innumerical w ather pr diction. This is th ssential motivation of the work 
presented here. Taking advantage of the fact that the CRCM5 is very similar 
to th limited-area regional model of M C, GEM-LAM, used to produce regional 
analys s (Caron ct al., 2015), it was technically pos ible tou ethe CRCM5 inst ad 
of th GE 1-LAM in data assimilation and therefore, ben fit from the imm ns 
work lone to validat th system for the large volmne of assimilated data. Vali-
dating a model in thi cont xt is a long process and this approach avoid d many 
di.fficulties that ari. e when building a data assimilation ystem from scratch ( .g. , 
quality control of the ob ervations, d tail d tudy of each observation operator, 
ttming of th rror statistics). Th obj ctive of th study was to see fir t if the 
system could b cycl d in tim without drifting. Mor over, it wa nvisioned that 
th analysis incr ment and th physical t ndenci son top of the data monitoring 
could help u pinpoint the source of probl ms if any. 
In collaboration with Environment anada (EC), th MSC r gional variatio-
nal data a similation system (Buehner et al., 2015; Caron t al., 2015) was imple-
mented on university comput r supported by Compute Canada. Thi p rmitt d 
th assimilation of all observations cmrently used at MSC. On the other hand, 
producing regional analy es in a fully cycled data assimilation ystem gives rise 
to di.fficulti related essentially to th way the regional model i driven through 
th lat ral botmdaries. This is becaus th lat ral driving can induce important 
contrasts betw en th driving data and th regional model forecast due to everal 
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cau s such as diff renees in spatial re olution or different chem s u ed in para-
meterizing the physics in the driving and driv n mod -ls. The re ulting short rang 
forecast provid s th background tate to the assimilation system but could be 
very diff r nt from reality and ven unrealistic in the vicinity of th nesting zone. 
Con equently, very larg deviations can occm betw en th model and obs rvations 
which could 1 ad the variational quality control to give very littl w ight to these 
observations or even reject them. 
In many r gional assimilation system , the r gional model us d is driven by 
its global v rsion or global r analyses ( -.g., Fillion t al., 2010; M inger et al., 
2006). In our study, the lateral driving issue will be addressed by using, first, 
the ERA-Interim reanalyses to test th ir compatibility with th regional mod l. 
In a second t p, global analys s bas d on GEMCLIM model, the CRCM5 global 
v rsion, ar u d to driv th r gional model. Som preliminary assimilation r sult 
for January and Jtùy 2011 will be presented. 
In ection 3.2, the experimental framework will b pr ent d d scribing the 
assimilation system as well as of th model us d. A pr liminary evaluation of th 
r gional assimilation is present d in s ction 3.3. A deeper investigation is presented 
in sections 3.4 to 3.6. An ov rall v rification of this regional data as imilation 
sy t m is present d in ction 3.7 and, finally, concluding r marks are given in 
section 3.8. 
3.2 The regional assimilation system d sign and experim ntal fra-
mework 
Th objective is to us the CRCM5 in data assimilation with a vi w of ass ssing 
its behavior as a short-term for ca t mod 1 putting a particular mphasis on th 
balance between the different phy ical proc ss s acting on temperatme and also, 
humidity. Th configmation of th CRCM5 u d is th same as that de cribed 
in Chikhar and Gauthier (2014). Nam ly, it u e a hybrid coordinat with 80 
verti allevel up to 0.1 hPa. Th horizontal resolution is also the same (armmd 
20 km) with a tim st p of 10 minut s. The backgTound provided by the CRCM5 
ar for ca ts valid at ev ry tirne step for a 6-h period center d on th tirne of the 
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analysis. The domain used in the experimentation (s Fig.3.1 ) i the ame as that 
used in th COor linat d Regional Climate Downscaling EXperiment (CORDEX) 
ov r North m rica (Scparovic et al. , 2013) . 
The assimilation syst m is bas d on th ns mbl -variat ional data assimila-
t ion (4DEnVar) rcccntly implemented at 1SC for dcterministic weath rpr dic-
tion (Buehn r t al. , 2015; Caron et al. , 2015) . Th 4DEnvar i an incrementai 
variational assimilation system based on t he use of hybrid background-errer cova-
riances with a weighted average of the static covarianc B nmc formulation, u cd 
in the previou 4D-Var and 3D-Var system , and a flow-dependent 4-D en emble 
covarianc s B n computed from ns mbl s, produced by the Ens mbl Kalman 
Filter assimilation sy tem also u ed at MSC (Houtekam r et al., 2014). In om 
experiment . , only the static covariances B nmc wer us d making the 4DEnVar a 
3D-Var FGAT (First Gu ss at Appropriat Time) . The minimisation mploy. t he 
M1QN3 algor ithm (Gilbert and Lemaréchal, 1989) with 70 iterat ions, th firs t 5 
iterations b ing done without th varia tional quali ty control ( QC-Var) (Gaut hier 
et al. , 2003). The as irnila ted ob rvations located within the mod l domain in-
elude those from radiosondes, aircraft, surfa land stations, buoy , ships, wind 
profilers, scatterom t r , rnicrowave and infrar d satellit sounders and imag r. , 
atmospheric motion v ctor and satellite-based GP radio occultation. Th ana-
lysis increm nt is comput d globally at a lower resolut ion (rv 100 km) and then 
int rpolat d to the CRCM5 high r r solution over the model domain. 
Th - next section pr scnts a preliminary valuat ion of the r gional assimila-
t ion system. 
3.3 Evaluation of the regional assimilation system 
To valuate the r gional assimilation system, assimilation cycles have been per-
formed for the period spanning the months of .January and July 2011. For ach 
cycl , prior assimilation-forecast runs were done ovcr a w ek to allow a spinup of 
th as imilation and the r gional model. During these cycles, the CRCM5 mod 1 
i driv n 6 hourly at it lateral boundari by ERA-Interim reanaly s. 
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Figure 3.1 The domain u ed in the exp rimental r gional assimilation y t m. 
The inn r thin dotted lines indicate the free madel zone limit whil the area 
betw en the two dotted lines repre ents the blending region. The red line indicates 
th gr id qua tor. 
3.3 .1 The mean analysis increments 
The analy i incr m nt is d fined as the correction appli d to th mod 1 for cast 
or background to obtain th analysis . Fia-ur 3.2 hows the mean t mp ratur 
analysis incr m nt av raged ov r January and July 2011 at different v rticallevels. 
It shows that, in July, the m an temperature analysis increm nt i mall over a 
large part of the domain exc pt at lOOhPa levcl wher slightly positive increments 
d note a relatively cold bia in the madel. In January, large analysis increments 
ar ob erved over the orthern part of th mod l's domain particularly over th 
orthern Canadian archipelago at lOOhPa and 250 hPa l v l as shawn in Fig.3.2-
a. In the lower part of the atmosph r how v r, th mean increments valu are 
lower. Th larg diff renees between the madel forecast and the analyses indicate 
that th ob ervation ar strongly correcting th backgrotmd. 
Th relativ ly larg n gativ value in th m an analy i increment over th 
orth rn Canadian archip lago could be attributed to two possibl cau . It may 
be because of som 'w akn sses' of the madel causing a departur from 'r ality' 
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cl fin cl by th ob rvation in tho r gions which would indicate that the moclel is 
too 'warm' in th orthern part of th domain. Or it could b with the obs rvations 
which may have a cold bias in that region. To compl t th invest igation, w now 
look at th monitoring of radio ondes particularly thos locat cl in th North rn 
part of th domain where large mean increments are observed. Th background 
( 6-h mod l for cast ) is th en compa.red with th ose observations. 
3.3.2 Observation d partures from background and analysis 
In op rational assimilation systems, ob ervations go routinely through a quality 
control pro dur including monitoring in which ob. ervations cl partures from the 
background st at , h re a 6-h forecast. These depa.rture [0- F] (or residuals) ar 
th innovations and represent the difference between the mod l for cast aud the 
ob rvation in observation space. It is expr ssed as d = y - H (xb) wh r y is the 
obs rvation, xb the model forecast and H the so-called observation op rator . Th 
analysis residuals [0 - A], defined as a = y - H (xa) where xa is the analysi , 
can also b looked a.t tog th r wi th th innova tions to asses how the analysis is 
close to observations or the background and to what xt nt th obs rvations are 
correcting the background. 
In th region where th anomalous mean analy is increment was obs rved 
ov r North of Canada in .J anuary (. e Fig.3.2), th r ar a f w radiosondes loca.ted 
as shown in Fig.3.3 . Fig.3.4 shows the monitoring for all of th rn in Janua.ry, with 
the innovations [0 - F] rcprescnted in blue and th [0 - A] in red. The innova tions 
present larg valu s indica.ting a background cl 'via.tion from observations. The 
[0- A] small values compared to innovations indica.te tha t th assimilation draws 
th background toward th obs rvation . . At all levels, the mean innovations are 
n gativ rn aning that the mod l is too warm compared to observa tious. This is 
par ticularly strong in the second half of the month and then stronger in the upper 
levels wh r th cl pa.rtur goes clown to -8°C. The xperiment was extended to th 
mon th of F brua.ry and th r sults inclicate that the mean innovation sub. ide only 
to reapp ar aft r a few clays later highlighting possibl- probl~ms with the mod l. 
Moreover , temperatures obs rva tions from the. e sounding stations being of good 
quality, large clepartmc. from thes observations ar indicative of cleficiencies in 
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Figure 3.2 T mperatme m an analy is increment in oc av raged over (a) January 
2011 and (b) July 2011 for pr ssme levels 1 OOhPa, 250hPa, 500hPa and 850hPa 
from top to bottom re p ctiv y. 
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Figure 3 .3 ounding stations used in the data monitoring indicated by blue fi lled 
circles. 
the model. In the summer ca.'3e, (Fig.3.4-b) shows very small [0- F] and [0 - A] 
indicating tL.at the a imilation ystem is doing well and the model forecast is al o 
clos to ob ervation except at lOOhPa level where slightly positive [0 - F] are 
obs rv d . 
A new cycl has be np rformed over the month of January but using only 
radiosond s observa,tion to rule out possibl problerns with th assimilation of 
satellit data ovcr contin nts. 
3.4 Assimilation using only radiosonde data 
To b tt r und rstand th origin of the probl rn obs rved in the orthern domain 
and confirrn that it originate from mod 1 difficulties, it was decided to do anoth r 
assimilation experim nt for January in which only observations from radiosondes 
ar used. T h e ob ervations can be consider d as a r ~ r nee. It was . u pected 
that satelli te observations could b biased and contribut to the large analysis 
increments o served at higher lev ls. The mean analy is increment obtain d from 
this cycle is shown in Fig.3.5 whcre it can be can notic d that the problem obser-
ved in the orthern part of the domain (Fig.3.2) has di app ar d ven at lOOhPa. 
In this case, the mean increm nts arc very low ov r th samc region. Th data 
monitoring on th sam radiosondes as befor (Fig.3 .6) . hows v ry larg [0 - F] 
confirming that the large differ nee between the model and observations rcmain. 
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Figure 3.4 Mean [0 - F] (blu line) aJ1d [0 - A] (r d lin ) for t mp rature 
oundings in the orthern Canada indicated in 3.3 over the month of Januaq 
(left) and July (right) 2011 at lev ls lOOhPa, 250hPa 500hPa, 700hPa and 50hPa 
respectiv ly from top to bottom. S et xt for [0- F] and [0- A] definitions . 
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Figure 3.5 M an analy is incr ment ov r th month of January 2011 at l v ls 
lOOhPa (a) and 250hPa (b) from January 2011 assimilation cycle using only ra-
diosondes observation . 
In addition, the large [ 0 - A] is a clear indication that the observation have b n 
r j ct d . In oth r word , the radiosonde obs rvations locat d in the problematic 
region ar not us d to correct the model and are sim ply r j ct d by th QC-Var 
dming th assimilation due to the large cliff r uces b tw n these ob ervations 
and th for cast.The combined restüts from th rn an analysis incr ments and th 
data monitoring cl arly demonstrate that the model for casts ar probl matie in 
the northern part of the domain. On the other hand , r jecting good obs rvations 
as thos from radio onde. r veals that the variational quality control can be de-
trimental to the assimilation ystem in ituations where the mod l for cast is far 
from what is ob. rv cl. 
The QC-Var a sig11s w ights to obs rvations bas cl on the depart ure of th 
estimat cl analysis with respect to ob ervation . When it is larger than th ob-
rvation rror, the QC-Var would assign a v ry low valu to that observation. 
The rn and partmes observed in the pr viou ·xp -rim -nt r ach values of- oc 
which i way lar·ger thar1 the prescribed ob ervation crror standar·d deviation of 
around 1 oc used h re. Mor over , as indicated in Gauthier et aL (2003), a flat 
Gau siru1 probability distribution is us d in th variational syst rn which would 
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Figure 3 .6 Mean [0- F] (blu line) and [0- A] (red line) comput d for t m-
p ratme from the sam soundings considered in Fig.3.4 at l vels lOOhPa (a) and 
250hPa (b) from January 2011 assimilation cycle using only radiosondes observa-
tion . 
lead to a virtually null weight. In this way data far from th analysis are given 
very low weights and implicitly r jected. Variational quality control is design d 
to pr vent eliminating good observations which initially di ao-ree strongly with 
the background. In our regional analysis ystem, the minimization is performed 
with a limit of 70 iterations. The QC-Var is turned off during the first 5 it ra-
tions in which the preliminary analysis is built by consid ring all observation 
and move away from the background. It is then turned on during the rest of the 
minimization. 
Fig.3.6 revealed some limitation in th QC-Var which rejected good obser-
vations p cially at lOOhPa l veL As w trust the radiosonde observations, th 
same cycle has been restarted from the middle of January switching off the QG-
Var during the remaining cycle period. Results pres nt d in Fig.3.7 show small r 
[0- A] indicating that radiosondes temperatures are now corr cting significantly 
th background even if the [0 - F] are still large. These r sults confirm that 
th QC-Var i rej cting incorr ctly good quality data when th s latt r disagr 
strongly with th backgrotmd. A possibl r ason i that 5 initial minimization 
it rations wh r the QC-Var is switch d off are not sufficient to cons train the 
analysis towards the observations. Anoth r r ason could b th configuration of 
the QC-Var its lf. To prosp ct the first i su , an xp rimental cycl u ing only 
radio ondes observations i perform d wh re th QC-Var is witched off during 
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Figure 3. 7 Same as Fig.3.6 but for assimila tion cycle using only radiosond s 
obs rvations and QC-Var turned off. 
the first 30 it rations during the minimization. Th r sulting data monitoring (not 
shown) indicates slightly maller analysis residuals and innovations refiecting that 
mor observations ha v b en used to constrain th analy i . . How ver , the e values 
remain larger than tho obtained when th QC-Var is switched off compl t ly 
indicating that th QC-Var can reject rapidly observations consid r d as outli rs 
becau of an excessiv d partur from the backgroLmd. This xp riment al o 
show that Q C-Var being tightly associated with the quali ty of the background, 
its performance is seriously compromis d in the ca e of poor quality first-guess. It 
i also not d t hat tunling off the QC-Var brought back a mean analysis iucrem nt 
similar to what was ob rv d in the e:>cperiment using all ob ervation . 
In th previous sections, it has b n d monstrat d that the larg m an ana-
lysis incr m nt obscrved iu the Northern part of the domain is due to w akncsses 
in the model for cast that produces the background statc. These problematic fo-
r cast. ov r that region need to b addr ssed and inve tigatcd mor deeply to 
identify precis ly th cause . In th next s ct ion, the initial systematic tend ney 
diagnostic of RP2007 is used to examine th diff rent processe of the mod 1 to 
better und rstand the somce of the error. 
.-------------------------------
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3.5 Us of initial systematic tend ney technique 
The large mean analysis incr m nts in the Northern domain indicate probl ms in 
th model for casts. Th initial ystematic tendency technique of RP2007 i now 
used as describ d in Chikhar and Gauthier (2014). The mean initial tendencies 
profiles, averaged over the whole domain of the model (excluding the blending 
zone) extracted from the difi'erent proc s s updating the temperature variable 
are pre nted in Fig.3.8. These profiles reveal an abnormal h ating from dynamics 
ov r most of the modellevels leading to an excessive h ating consist nt with the 
la.rg negative mean analysis increments noted previou ly. On th oth r hand, the 
2-D mean initial t nd ney r la.ted to dynamics (Fig.3.9) how a large warming 
at 100hPa and 250 hPa.levels with maxima.located over the sa.me region a.s what 
wa.s obta.ined when looking at th mean increments. This cl arly indicat s that th 
probl ms from th mod l for cast originate from dynamics, namely the advection 
proces ov r th orthern domain. 
On the other hand, very strong gradient can occur in the blending zone wh n 
incon i tencies ar not d b tween the driving data and the regional mod l. An 
exampl is pres nt d in Fig. 3.10 howing the g opotential field foreca.st where very 
tight isohyp es contours denot too strong winds. Thi situation occurs evera.l 
times during th Ja.nuaq cycle b cause of misma.tch between the driven and the 
driving mod l. Th upstream point r tri v d from the emi-Lagra.ngian scheme 
would l ad to wrong temperatur s valu s and consequently large temperature 
tendencies. 
As mention d pr viously, strong gradients can occur in the blending zone due 
to misma.tch between the driving data and th regional model but p.lso due to the 
n sting technique. In another experim nt, the model domain has been xt nded 
further north and west to allow th model to b tter handl structur s impo d 
through the botmdari s. Th m an a.na.ly is increm nts r sulting from this xpe-
rimental cycle for J a.nua.ry 2011 (not shown) exhibit larg r negativ valu s and 
imilar patt rn as those obtain d with the mall r domain due ss ntia.lly to a 
lack of conventiona.l obs rvations a.s sotmdings which could orrect the background 
in the polar region. Data. monitoring a.pplied to temperatur from th am . oun-
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Figure 3.8 Mean temperature initial syst matie t ndency in K day-1 compu-
t d for th month of J anuary 2011 and av raged ov r th fr e model zone. The 
different colors indicate the different processes involved, i.e. radiation (gTe n), 
conv ction(r d), large scale condensation (magenta), vertical diffusion (brown) 
and dynamics (blue) . Th black line is the net tendency. 
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Figure 3.9 Mean temperatm e initial systematic tend ney related to dynamics in 
K day-1 computed for the month of J anuary 2011 at lev lR lOOhPa (a) and 250hPa 
(b ). 
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Figure 3.10 Geopotential height 6-h for cast valid on January 22 at 18 :00 GMT 
for levels 100hPa (a) and 250hPa (b) . 
dings as previously (not shown) reveals large depart ures between observation and 
the forecast suggesting that inconsistencies between the driving data and the re-
gional model still exist over the northern domain and, as before, introduce a poor 
background in the assimilation syst m. R sults from this experiment show that 
the blending across the Northern polar r gion can be tricky becau e of the special 
winter weather regime th re. 
Anoth r experiment was also conduct d in which the blending zone, where 
the solutions from the regional mod 1 ar relaxed towards the driving data, has 
been increased from 10 grid points to 20 grid points . The results (not shown) 
are almost identical to thos o tained with the original blending width. The 
r sults suggest that th bl nding zone width ext nsion has no significant impact 
on r ducing th pot ntial large incon ist nci s b tween the regional model and 
the driving from lateral boundaries. To go further in our analysis, a global version 
of th assimilation syst m has b en us d to eliminate the boundary driving issues. 
The results from this xperiment and comparison to the regional ca e are discussed 
in the next section. . 
1 
3. 6 Com parison to global analyses 
The previous experiments show d that th background states provided by CRCM5 
foreca ts 1 d to important biases in the analysi increments that could be rela t d 
to th process of imposing boundary condition to th regional mod 1 bas d on th 
ERA-Int rim driving data. To r mov th impact of boundary conditions, another 
assimilation xperiment has been performed in which glo al analys s w re produ-
ced using a global version of CRCM5, referred to as GEMCLIM, to provid the 
background st at s to the assimilation. Th horizontal resolution of GEMCLIM i 
rv 50km, the number of v rticall v ls and the h ight of the top lev 1 ar the sam 
as th regional v rsion. In this case, ther ar no lateral boundari s constraints 
and , consequently, this xp riment will be taken a a ref r ne to as s the im-
pact of imposing lateral boundary conditions. Fig.3 .11 shows th resulting mean 
incr rn nts over the CRCM5 regional domain which hav a v ry small syst matie 
correction. Mor over, Fig.3.12 hows the results of data monitoring for th same 
set of radiosond s u d in Fig.3.6. Th innovations [0- F] as well a the analy i 
residual [0 - A] ar fairly small and do not have the huge bias seen before. 
To go further in our comparison, the initial mean tendencies from th glo-
bal mod 1 have been computed over the CRCM5 free zone and ar pr sented in 
Fig.3.13. The proc ss tendencies especially those from dynamics are much smaller 
from what was ob erved b fore (Fig.3.8). In this case, the mean total tendency as 
well as that from dynarnic ar much mor r alistic and similar tore ults obtained 
in Chikhar and Gauthi r (2014) for xampl . In other words, the abnormal ad-
vection activity is not pr s nt , th dynamical balane is reali tic suggesting that 
th mod 1 i correctly perfonning over the North rn r gion contrary to what has 
been noted in the regional case. 
Sine the global assimilation cycle uses a model that is very similar to the 
CRCM5 to provid the background states, these results provid good vidence 
that problems xp rienced in the regional case for .January can b attributed to 
the lateral driving. Moreov r , thi lat ral driving could be detrimental to th 
r gional model in two ways. Th first one is a mismatch betw n the lateral 
boundary forcing data and the regional model due to diff r nees in th two models 
2 
Figure 3.11 Mean analysis incr m nt computed for January 2011 global cycle 
over the r gional mod l domain for lev ls 1 OOhPa (a) and 250 hP a (b) 
or differences in re olution for xample. The second could b , for example, th 
n sting procedm us d to blend the global featmes from th driving data to th 
r gional mod l. 
The global analyse ob tain d with the global assimilation exp riment , allow 
us to do a last exp riment in which the a similation was don using CRCM5 
driv n by our own global analyses deemed to be more consi tent with the CRCM5. 
The resulting mean analy is increments are shown in Fig.3.14 and the result 
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Figure 3.12 Same as Fig.3 .6 but for th global cycl . 
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Figure 3.13 Mean initial tendencies in K day-1 from th global model averaged 
over the RCM5 fr zon -. 
ar similar to what obtained in the case wh r CRCM5 driv n by ERA-Interim 
r analys . Thi uggests that having driving data from the same model as the 
driv n on do s not pr vent from mi match and inconsistencies in the bl nding 
zone. Th se r sults al. o r inforc th idea that the nesting proc dm in t rms of 
nudging strength or frequcncy can b detrimental to the regional mod l forecast 
and consequently to th as imilation system in r gion where observations ar not 
availabl to correct the backg,Tound. 
3. 7 Overall verification 
Fig.3.2 and Fio-.3.4 indicate that the problems with the regional analyses are 
more acute at upp r l v ls than in the lower part of the atmosphere. As sm-face 
temperatures are of particular int r st for regional climat studies, the quality of 
the CRCM5 regional analyses is examin d by evaluating the bias and rms error 
for 2-m backg,Tound t mpcratme fits to observations for .Tanuary and July 2011. 
Fig.3.15 indicat s that the model pr sents a light negative bias (around 1 d g) 
in July while in January the mod l bias is more variable with higher day to day 
variations. The rrns errors ar al. o higher in January compared to those obs rved 
in July which exhibit a low r valu and low r day to day variations. 
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F igure 3 .14 Mean analysis increment comput cl for January 2011 for 1 v ls 
lOOhPa (a) and 250 hPa (b) from cycle wher CRCM5 is driven by global analy es 
produced u ing th global cycle (see text for cl tails). 
The temp rature profil from radio onde are also compar cl to those from 
th 1 ackground and analysi . This is shown in Fig.3.16 and 3.17 r presenting 
rms errors and bias for analysis and first-gu s t mperature fits respectiv ly. As 
expected, the biases and rms errors ar low r in analysi fits . We also ob. erv that , 
on average, aJ1aly saxe doser to observations in mid-atmospheric levels (from 500 
hPa up to 250 hPa). When looking at background temperature fits to ob ervations 
(Fig.3 .16), the results ru·e better in July with lower biases ru1d rms errors. How ver, 
in J anuru·y, higher values ru·e noted in both bias and rms pru·ticulru·ly at ab ove 250 
hPa. This can xplain cl by the lru·g differences b twe n th background and 
radiosondes observation ov r the northern pru·t of the mod 1 domain as xplained 
eru·lier in s etions 3.3 ru1d 3.4. 
Although th statistics shown her ru·e evaluat cl for only two month (Janumy 
and July 2011), the results obtained ru·e compru·abl to thos in th ARR regional 
r ru1alyses (Me inger t al. , 2006) for th same two month even if the domain 
considered in their v rification do s not includ th orth of Cru1ada. 
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Figure 3.15 Bias (top) and RMS (bottom) for the background 2-m tempera tur s 
for January 2011 (left) and July 2011 (right). 
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Figure 3.16 Bias (top) and RMS (bot tom) for analysis temperature fits to ra-
diosondes obs rvation for January 2011 (1 ft) and July 2011 (right). 
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F igure 3.17 Bias (top) and RMS ( ottom) for first-gu ss t mp ratur fits to 
radiosondes observation for January 2011 (left ) and .July 2011 (right). 
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3.8 Concluding remarks 
In this pap r, ar gional data assimilation based on the CRCM5 has b en presen-
ted and valuat d. The main motivation of using CRCM5 for cast as background 
states in this regional a similation was to evaluat a r gional climate madel u ing 
the tools made available by data assimilation. Indeed, having an as imilation ys-
tem based on the mod l to be evaluat d i r quired to use th initial tenden y 
t chnique of RP2007 who provid s valuable information on th interactions bet-
ween th different physical and dynamical proc s es present in the madel. In 
addition, an assimilation system allows a direct compari on b twc n the madel 
forecast and observations which permits an evaluation of the ol rvation depar-
tmes of analyses and short-term for cast that may reveal bia es or tmduly larg 
variability. 
In this study a 3D-Var FGAT regional assimilation bas d on the CRCM5 
has been impl ment d based on the Envru: system of Environm nt Canada. This 
allowe l to us a well t tcd ystem to assimilat th same obs rvations. S v ral 
assimilation cycle have bcen completed ov r two months, January and July 2011 
in a fully cycled way. In most of these cycl s, the CRCM5 was driven by ERA-
Interim reanalyses . 
In th summ r case in July, the first r sult showed mall temperatur m an 
analysis increm nts sugg sting that analy s ru·e close to the madel forecast. Ho-
wev r, in th winter case in January, the lru·g m an n gative increments at higher 
levels were ob rved in th orthern part of th domain as ociated with important 
departures from observations. Th mod 1 was found to b too wru·m over the 
r gions. In addition , a data monitoring of temperatur ob rvation with re p ct 
to soilllding locat d in the North rn domain rev aled small analysis re iduals 
[ 0 - A] for th two months indicating that th - assimilation system is doing well 
by COIT cting th backgroillld towards the obs rvations. Howevcr, th innovations 
[0- F] are illlduly large in January. A January cycl u ing only radiosondes ob-
rvation onsid r d as ret r nee data, identified problems in the madel forecast 
ov r th probl matie r gion ruling out that th probl m could b - associat d with 
biased observations such as satellite data ov r land. 
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sing th syst matie initial t nd ney t chniqu of RP2007 revealed an ab nor-
mal adv ction ac tivity in the northern mod l region. Vle notice h r th useftùness 
of the initial tend ney technique which allowed to identify with cl tails the moclel 
'failur ' in r solving the advection process. This advection malfunction wa hown 
to be relat cl to v ry trong winds incluced through the Northern lateral bounclary 
clue es entially to mismatch between ERA-Interim clriving data ru1cl CRCM5. In 
ru1 attempt to r duc this lateral clriving issu , the domain was xtencl cl to the 
orth and to th - West . The r sults r v al cl no improv ment in the sy tem and the 
inconsi tencies betw en the r gional mocl 1 and th clriving data ru· still pr s nt . 
To acldr s this lateral clriving i sue, an assimilation cycl was clone using 
the global CRCM5 v r ion to produc global ru1alyses. Results show cl v ry low 
analy is incr m nt over all of the CRCM5 domain and the initial t nd ney diag-
nostic appli cl to th global forecast over the CRCM5 domain reveal <1 a normal 
advection activity. This experiment demon trates that the moclel is p rfor·ming 
well in the al>s nee of the lat ral clriving constraint . In a final xp rim nt , ano-
ther cycle for Januru·y has been realis cl in which the CRCM5 was clriv n by global 
analy. e producecl in the previous global cycl using basically the same moclel in 
its global configuration. The resulting m an analysis incr ment are imilar to 
th cas whcre CRCM5 is clriven by ERA-Int rim r analyses. Consequently, thes 
combin cl r sults make it clear that the lateral clriving proc dure is responsible of 
the mod l clifficulties oœming in Januru·y cycle. 
This work has hown that a r gional assimilation system can be very u. ful 
to evaluate a r -gional climate moclel by, first , nabling a rigorous u e of th initial 
tenclency cliagno tic and, econd, provicling the po sibility to compar the moclel to 
observation· dir ctly. Even though th s were first xperiments, the analy es in th 
low r part of the atmosph r s em reasonabl and no significant drift was observed 
v n ov r a periocl of two mon th ( J anuary-Februa.ry) . This is encouraging enough 
to envision reru1aly e over a longer periocl. Howev r, th r , ults obtainecl also 
indicate that th coupling with lateral bounclary conditions n cl to b revisitecl 
ru1d cloing it through assimilation exp riments provicle detail cl diagnostics that 
woulcl b u eful to such aJ.1 nd avor. This vvill be th ol jec t of future work. 
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CONCLUSIO 
In the fir t part of this work, the dynamical quilibrium of a global and lirnit d-
ar a mod l i tudied in term of it sensitivity to initial and lateral conditions. 
The m thodology adopted to examin the dynamical equilibrium i to us th 
initial tendency diagno tic as propos d by Rodw ll and Palmer (2007). This has 
been chosen becau e it provides d tailed information and becau. e of its relatively 
low computational cost. The mod ls cxamined were the global GEM global model 
and CRCM5, its linlit d-ar a configmation. Diff r nt data somces were u ed as 
initial and lateral conditions, 3D-Var and 4D-Var allal ys s from th M teorologi-
cal S rvice of Canada (MSC) and also ERA-Interim reanalyses at low and high 
r solu tion. 
For the GEM global mod l, it was shown that t.h initial dynamical balane 
is fairly good whcn iuitialize l by MSC 3D-Var and 4D-Var analys s. How v r, 
r sult r v al -d somc imbalances in the Tropics when the model is initializ d by 
M C 4D-Var anal y s associa.t d with a stronger con v ction activi ty especia.lly in 
the ITCZ. This could be attributed to th missing conv ction proc s in the sim-
plified ph y. ics u ed in the MSC 4D-Var data assimilation system (Gauthier et al., 
2007). When ERA-Int rim rea.na.lys s ar us d at low resolution, the GEM glol al 
model exhibits large imba.lanc s sp cia.lly a.t lower levels. In fa.ct, re ults show an 
a.bnormally intens vertical diffusion l ading to xc ssive heating in lower levels. 
It i al o noted tha.t conv ction is n arly absent in the first moment of the int -
gra.tion. It was a.lso found tha.t analyses from ERA-Int rim at low r solution are 
on avera.g drier in the Tropic and, combined with th strong stabl conditions 
in low r l v l. , could explain the la.ck of convection. This exp riment a.lso l arly 
show· d th initial shock that occms when the model and th initial conditions 
are incompa.tibl in tenn of origin or spatial resolution. Wh n high r solution 
ERA-Interim reanalyse are used, the e imba.lances are reduc d considerably and 
a.dditiona.l xperimentation showed that d grading the vertical resolution is more 
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darnaging than a degradation in the horizontal resolution. Restoring 1 alance can 
take s veral days as ob erved with low r olution ERA-Interim exp riment. Ho-
wever , results showed that the balance conv rges rapidly and becomes similar in 
the MSC 4D-Var and ERA-Interim high resolution r analy e xp rim nts. 
In the case of the regional CRCM5 rriod 1, lateral boundary conditions are 
requir d in addition to the initial conditions. Results show d that CRCM5 is best 
balanced wh nu. ing 4D-Var analyses as initial and lat ral conditions as was the 
case with the global GEM mod L Using ERA-Interim at low resolution leads to 
similar imbalanc sas in th global case whereas the lhodel is b tt r balanced with 
high re olution reanalys s. For longer integrations, th driving lateral data begin 
to influence mor seriously the dynarnical balane and th ir impact b corn s mor 
evident. The results from 15-day simulations show that the mod 1 remains un-
balanced for all three case . Wh n considering the blending zone in the t nd ney 
diagnostic computation, th madel is unbalanced without any indication of rea-
ching a b tter equilibrium. On the oth r hand, wh n only th fr e zon is tak n 
into account (th blending zone excluded), an improv ment is noted in the first 
few days. However further examination reveal iml alances r appearing after 5 
day . The tendencies diagno tic provided good evid nee of th s nsitivity of th 
models' dynarnical equilibrium to the initializing and driving data. 
In the s cond part of this thesis, the impact of boundary conditions on a RCM was 
tudied from the persp ctive of proces t nd nci s. The regional climate mod 1 
CRCM5 has been driven using thr e diff rent data, i.e outpu ts from two CGCMs 
(CanESM2 and MPI-ESM) and al o ERA-Interim r analysis, the latt r being 
consider d as th r f r nee driving data. Proc ss tend ncies wer valuat d ov r 
a p riod of one season after a 14 months integration. All th simulation ta.rted 
from a stat tak n out of a multi-yea.r clima.te imula.tion driven by ERA-Int rim. 
This n ur s a. w 11 spun up madel and al o a. significant impact of th diff r nees 
in boundary condition . The total bias in t mp ratme tendencies is computed by 
subtra.cting the 'observed ' t nd ncies extra.c t d from rea.na.lys from tho e obta.i-
n d from CanESM2 and MPI-ESM driven xperiments. Con. id ring ERA-Interim 
reanalys s as th ref r nee driving data., the bias due to bounda.ry conditions is 
comput d by subtra.cting ERA-int rim driven imula.tion t nd ncies from thos 
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obtain cl by CGCMs-driv n orres. 
The ob erve 1 temperatme tendency computed from ERA-Interim r analyses 
shows a cooling in almost the whole colmnn while th CRCM5 xhibits a war-
ming in lowcr layers and a stronger cooling abov for th thr simulations. The 
structural bias revcals an excessive warming in lower lay rs suggesting defici nci s 
in CRCM5 its lf. In addition, th bias du to boundary auditions rev als that 
MPI-ESM tends to warm th madel in its lowest layers while CanESM2 caus s 
a cooling. At high r levels, th two CGCM ar inducing a cooling with a p ak 
at armmd 200 hPa. R sults from specifie humidity biases revealed an exc ssiv 
moist ning in the lower layers for th three simulations. Additional cl tails are ob-
tained by looking at the individual proc s tenclencies. An xampl is the stronger 
conv ction in CRCM- 1PI compar cl to CRCM-Can simulation. Mor humidity 
is al o availabl in the case of CRCM-MPI l ading to be mor favourabl condi-
tions to trigg r conv ction. It is also shawn that th sea surfac is warmer in 
the case of CRCM-MPI with mor water vapour made availabl in th low levels 
through verti al diffusion. Th heating noted in lay rs near th urface from the 
CRCM-MPI xp riment can b attributed mainly to a trang vertical diffu ion. 
This study showed that CRCM5 is s nsitive to the imposed driving data provid cl 
by CGCMs outputs inclicating that climate predictions from regional madel can 
be impact cl through the supplied driving data. It i al o important to mention 
that th r sults xamined come from on DJF s ason and it would b important 
to extend the analysi to more DJF .a ons. 
Ass sing different madel confi.gmations of a RCM using physical t nd ncie 
requir s th RCM to be part of the assimilation proc ss. That is, th RCM b ing 
assessed should be th same as the one us cl to provid backgrotmd states to the 
assimilation. In the third part of this thesis, a regional data assimilation ba cd on 
th CRCM5 ha been present cl and evaluated. The assimilation syst rn used here 
i ba · cl on the variational data assimilation system cl velop cl at Environment 
Canada impl mcnted here as a 3D-Var FGAT regional assimilation based on the 
CRCM5 which is very similar to GEM-LAM madel used in the operational r -
gional data assimilation of Enviromn nt Canada. sing a well test cl sy. tem also 
enabled to assimilate the same large volmnes of obs rvations. To valuate this 
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regional assimilation ystem, several cycles have been performed over th months 
of January and July 2011 in a fully cycl way. That is, the analysis produced 
serv s to produce the next model for cast providing th next background state 
to the assimilation. ERA-Interim reanalyses are used to force the model at th 
boundari s. 
In July (the . umm r cas ) , the restùting temperature mean analysi incre-
ment are . mall refiecting similarities betw n analy es and th model for ca t. 
Different results were obtained in January, with large negativ m an analysi. incre-
ments ob rv d over th Torthern part of th domain. Th se important n gative 
analysis incr ment is an indication of large d partur s between the mod l and 
observations and could r fiect a po itive ias in the model. A data monitoring 
on temperature observations from sounding over the Northern domain revea-
led small analy is r siduals for the two months showing that th assimilation is 
correcting th model forecast towards th observations. On the oth r hand, the 
innovations arc shown to be too large in January. Another January cycle using 
only the trusted radiosond s ob ervations revealed probl ms in the for cast ov r 
that probl matie r gion and at the same time xcluding the hypothesi that the 
problem cotù b - as ociated with biased obs rvation such as sat llite data over 
land. 
Th sy t matie initial t ndency diagno tic of RP07 id ntified an unusual 
adv ction in th orth. This advection 'malfunction' was shown to 1 r lat d to 
very strong winds induced through the orthern lat ral botmdary due mainly to 
discordance b tween ERA-Interim drivinrr data <md CRCM5. Thi was further 
examined by xtending the mod l domain to the orth and to the We t without 
improvcment indicating that mismatch betwe n th regional mod 1 and the driving 
data still exist . 
To further address this lat ral driving is ue, global analys ar produced 
based on the CRCM5 global v rsion model. In this case, th analysi incr ments 
over th CRCM5 domain ar v ry low. In addition, a normal adv ction activity i 
not d through th initial tendency diagnostic appli d to the global for cast ov r 
the CRCM5 domain. Finally, anoth r cycle for J anuary has been performed in 
which th CRCM5 was driven y global analy produc d in th global cycle. Th 
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resulting m an analysis increm nts ar imilar to thos obtainecl wh n clriving i 
from ERA-Interim reanalyses. Cons qu ntly, thes combin cl re ults cl mon trat 
cl arly that th ne ting proceclm through th bounclari i. responsibl of th 
probl m nin th .Tanuary cy 1 . 
This work ha. hown the us fulne of valuating a r gional climat mo-
del through data a: imilation. Th r gional assimilation yst m mael possibl a 
clir ct compari on betw n th mocl 1 and ob rvation and also th use of th 
initial t nd ney diagnostic provicling cl tails about the int ra tions between th 
numerous physical processcs. This ould certainly h lp to evaluatc cliffcr nt model 
configurations and fin -tuning the moclel. Th - e first exp rim nt valuat d th 
cmrent configmation of CRC 5 and r v alecl problem in th lat ral coupling. 
On the oth r hancl, compari on of om analy s to analy s from oth r omce 
. how cl acceptable results as no drift was ob. rv d wh n cy ling ov r a p riocl 
of two month (January-February). How v r, th r sults obtainecl inclicat that 
th coupling with lateral boLm ary conditions n ecls to be improv d if regional 
analy with CRCM5 ru:e to b produ cl. 
In this re earch, the Canaclian r gional climat mocl 1 (CRCM5) has b n 
ru c . ecl from cliffer nt p r. p tive . First, the moclel clynamical balane has b en 
lookecl at through initial tenclenci cliagno tic r v aling its n itivity to initial 
and lateral conditions. This initial t nd nci -s diagnostic tr ngth has b n cl -
monstrat cl and its us in ass ssing n w versions will certainly ontribut to the 
mocl 1 cl v lopm nt. Th research s concl part treatecl the lateral bounclary clriving 
impact on th mo cl l b havior. Ev n thi a pect has be n lookecl at in mun rous 
. tuclies, thi research used a new approach and reveal cl that n w information 
can be obtainecl to better und rstancl the lat ral clriving i sue. How ver xten-
ding this tudy to multi-annual ason. will c rtainly bring mor rigorous and 
reliabl r sults. Anoth r inter ting xt nsion to this tudy i th ass m nt of a 
mocl 1 climat ünulation through proccss t nd ncics. This will certainly provid 
ome insights on th - moclcl r spon e to a changing climate and will help b tt r 
unclerstancl the climatc change oft n expressecl in temperature or precipitations 
variation . Finally, impl mcnting and using a r gional data as. imilation system 
based on a r gional limat model can be a powerfnl tool in validating cliff r nt 
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model .aspects. This regional data assimilation will certainly help improve th 
model through dir ct confrontation to observation and also through th 'us of 
initial tend nci diagnostic. Mor over , this r gional data as imilation i bas d on 
th Environm nt Canada op rational variational sy tem and is consequ ntly tho-
roughly validated. A well validated regional mod l togeth r with a robust regional 
data as imilation syst m on titut a good starting point to nvision production 
of regional reanalyses ov r long p riods. Thi will b v ry us ful to de crib a 
coh r nt vi w of the ob rved climat against whi h th mod l can b compared 
and validated. 
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